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22 Say 'No' To Proposal From Prosecutor

Fiscal Court
Meets Today -

15' Per Copy'

Cases Dismissed Against
130 Charged At Big Apple

•

The Calloway County, Fiscal Court
handled several items of routine
business in. a regular meeting this
- morning.
The court approved an amendment to
" the 1976-77.budget, subject to a public
hearing, transferring funds from the
general fund to the road fund. ,
The magistrates also approved the
audit of the records of Circuit Court
Clerk Frances Shea which was conducted by the firm of Richardson and
Trevathan.
Ili other business,the court:
- accepted a "deed of maintenance"
.frarn Dolplkus Christenberry on
Medyelane Road located in a subdivision on 121 S;
- approved the reappointment of
Dan Bazzell to the Murray-Calloway
County Health Board;
- approved an agrwInent between
the county and the Murray Water
System to extend water and sewer
service on E. Sycamore St. to the
county garage;
- approved the purchase of scanner
equipment to be used by 0. C. Kimbro
to assist him in maintaining contact
with other units in fighting forest fires
in the area. Kimbro operates a grade
for the forestry service.

SECREtARIES WEEK—Mrs. Faye Wells, CPS, President of the Murray
Chapter of The National Secretafies Association (International), visits with
Kentucky Governor Julian M, Carroll while in Frankfort recently, during
which time the Governor signed a proclamation declaring the week of
April 24-30 as Secretaries Week across the State. Secretaries Week is sponsored locally by the Murray Chapter of NSA in recognition of all secretaries
in Murray and Calloway County.

Disorderly conduct charges against
130 individuals arrested in a fracas at
the Big Apple Tavern pear Puryear,
Tn.', on March 31 were dismissed in
Henry County General Sessions Court
at Paris this morning.
.State prosecutors made a, proposal
that they would not prosecute the cases
which would be dismissed and that no
record of a conviction be kept, if those
charged would agree to pay court costs.
Court costs,- normally about $34.25,
. were to be reduced to $16.
-When asked by Judge Robert
Swayne, 130 of those charged agreed to
the conditions but 22 refused to accept
the proposal. Several of those charged
did not appear at the hearing and their
bonds will be forfeited, a spokesman
said.

Cash bonds amounting to 835 each are
to be returned to those agreeing to the
state's proposal.
Cases for those who did not agree to
the state's proposal were continued to
April 27 and May 17 in General Sessions
Court.
"Five persons were charged with
felonies by officers who arrested 202
. individitals at'the scene that night. The
were continued until May
felony. cases
—
17.
The disturbance, whoth was termed a
"riot" by Henry County Sheriff's
.Department officials, reportedly
erupted when sheriff's deputies attempted to have some patrons of the
tavern move their vehicles which-were
parked alongside the highway.
Two units from the sheriff's depar-

Nutrition Program To Begin
Serving Meals On Five Days

Calloway High Chorus And Bsand
To Perform At Opryland Festival
The Calloway Co. High School Mixed
Chorus and Concert Band will be
joining high school music groups from
across the country this month when
they Meet at OPtyland for the second
anrnial American Music Festival, April
21-23.
The festival, which is sponsored by
Oprytand under the direction of Dr. W.
J. Julian, director of bands at the
University of Tennessee, will feature
high school concert bands and choruses
competing for $4,700 in cash prizes,
-music ratings, and trophies all -day
Thursday and Friday in the Grand Ole
Opry House and the American Music
Theatre at the music theme park.

Beginning on Monday, April 18, the inercial equipment arrives and is inCalloway County and Murray Nutrition stalled the meals will be prepared at
Prograttir for the --Elderly will begin the-center7frraddition to-serving-mea,lsserving meals five days -a week. The at.the Fehter, meals will be delivered to
, dining andreereation-education•center----7-thede .-unable te:eon*. to the .dtning
is located at the Douglas Conunimity center.
In addition to the meals served the
Building here in Murray.
"The purpose of the program is to center ,,,provides -numerous activitiesThese two days of competition are open
bands and 40 choruses. Each hand and
serve a nutritious hot meal daily, five and educational programs. Anyone
to.the public at no charge.
chorus will be assigned a division so
days a week, Wive* 60 and older," a knowing of a, person in need of this
. On Saturday morning in -the Grand
-they will be competing. with -groups5 '04:
spokesman said. -"Although a small program should cal1.753-8276 after .
Ole Opry House, beginning at 10:00 a.
from high schools of comparable size,
donation is charged, each participant m. or to reserve a meal to be served at
m., the first -place winners in each
and - all participating -groups will - will pay' what he it able'and no means the center, please Tall 7534398 on the
division will then compete for the
receive a rating of superior, excellent,
test will be given," the spokesman day planning to attend. This program is
Grand Sweepstakes prize of .$1,000
good, average, or fair. If a winning
for elderly persons over-60 and in need
added.
which will be awarded to the top band
group cannot accept a cash prize, the
-With the Nutrition Program for the of the program. Those.younger are not
_
and chorus.
money will be donated to a charity, or
Elderly, we hope to improve'the diets eligible;Ivts: Oliver bait!.
"Last year our American Music
scholarship fund, of their choice, and
of those, who tor lack of income, inFestival attracted 40 high school
the group will receive a trophy."
centive- or -mobility, are unable to
performin,g groups from. 12 - states,"
prepare nutritionally adequate meals
The festival activities will also insaid Sue Binford, Opryland Sales
themselves Kathy Oliver notes.
for
on
_Party"
Contest_
"After
Representative-who-is in-t harge of the- clude an
"In addition, we hope to be able to
participints,
all
for
night
Friday
_festiva 1. "We've had such a tremendous
A hearing for three juveniles charged
break the grip of isolation and
chaperones, and ticketed guests.
response from so many states that
with vandalism to the Postoffice at
loneliness in which many of our older
to
groups
be-open
the
will
for
Saturday
40to
festival
the
limit
we've had to
DeXter and also with theft and
persons fin themselves."
spend the day at Opryland enjoying all
of a motorcycle was held
has,.
destruction
program
the.
of
expansion
This
,
,the rides and.shows in the park. Ttw
Monday afternoon in the chambers of
necessitated out Eif need in the comwinners of the Grand Sweepstakes
Juvenile Judge Robert O. Miller.
munity, the -spokesman added. Instead
---tprizes -Will, be 'announced at noon on
Officialt" said the hearing will. be
Saturday, folloiyigg the runoff com- of the three day feeding week we will be
continued at 1i later date after the U. S..
serving a five day week, Monday
petition in the Grand Ole OpryHouse.
Palal authorities conduct an inthrough Friday,she said.
vestigation as to the damage to the
site
the
into
OPRYLAND
catered
are
See
meals
The
two
testant may have as many as
postoffice.
cornthe
all
5
as
soon
Column
14,
Page
As
now.
tight
sponsors. The sponsors may be the
child's parents or a place of business.
The registration fee is $30.00 and will
need to accompany the application
form of each contestant to make the
contestant eligible.
Kentucky Little Miss' - 1977, Miss
own designs, and • today those designs
doing so for almost ten years.
By PETE WYRO
Renae Gibson, Mayfield, will be
that
ago
years
Kentucky
ten
include a wide array'of colorful recalmost
new
was
It
the
crown
Writer
Staff
present to
Murray Ledger & Times
tangles and squares with. detailed
Most folks, it might be said, walk on Key's wife stopped working on a preLittle Miss. .' .4, ,
rectangles and squares,
designs in
The winnetof-the pageant. along with
rugs, and some even- make their own printed ruA kit, and Key decided to
all done without prestamping, and all
rugs from,handy do-it-yourself kits. But finish her rug, himself. And that's when
her %other will go to Roanoke, Virginia
coming from the mind and hands of
83 year old Clifton Key, 1621 W. Main. begot the "rug making 'bug."
where the Kentucky Little Miss - 1977basic
the
learned
had
National
of
he
Once
will compete for the title
doesn't just make his own rugs, he
Actually rug making was a substitute
Little Miss - 1977. The National pageant
makes them from scratch and has been- technique„he decided to branch into his
I who had dabbled in
for
for icey..
,venture
Expenses
1977.
June,
in
held
will be
- painting -before -he retired from the
lodging and meals of the contestant and
house construction business a few years
the mother are being paid for by the
back.
Tau Phi Lambda,Sordrity:
. Key wanted to be an artist, and had
A limited number of applictionntill
tried his hand at drafting when he left
be taken for the pageant, so don't delay
the service, but was told, that his
in getting .your applications and
"nervous condition,'-as he put it, would
registration fees in. If problems arise in
keep him from being a draftsman.
getting the photographs, time can be
Key doesn't sell his rugs and he
granted to get them,a spokesman said.
makes -them solely,for his family. But
Parents wishing more information
;'4111W
that, in itself, has kept' him busy,
concerning the pageint may contact
753especially during the cold winter
(502)
at
Mrs. Dinah Westerman
41460-wir
months this past January and
8583 or Mrs. Donna Garland at 502k(
February.
be
also
tnay„..
Information
753-1656.
It takes him about three months to
obtained 'by writing ,Carol-McDougal,
make a rug, and part of that time in1307 Poplar, Murray,KY 42071.
cludes finding the scrap material he
Applications must be in by April 20,
will use for the rug and cutting it into
1977.
strips. which he will fashion into the
0 'Itialwite,/..00
_
.
many designs on each rug.
,
He uses burlap for the backing for
each rug, and has used cashmere which
he got from his daughters' castaway

Hearings Held

Applications For Little Miss..
Pageant Still Being Accepted
Applications are still being accepted
for the Kentucky Little Miss .- 1977
pageant to be held May 22 at Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State
University Campus, Murray, Kentucky. The pageant is being sponsored
by the Omicron Alpha Chapter of the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
Woodmen qf the World.
Contestants must be at least five and
no more than nine years Of age as of
June 25, 1977. They must be a resident
of the State of Kentucky. Contestants
will conipete in sportswear(no bathing
Suits), and a party dress. If long
dresses are worn, hoops can not be
worn under the skirts.
Judging will be done by the point
system on natural charm, poise and
personality. The clothing worn by the
contestants will not be judged,only how
'oecoming it is to the child.
Application forms may be obtained
by writing the Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant - 1977, 1307 Poplar, Murray,
Kentucky 42071. The completed application form should be sent to Carol
McDougal, at the above address, along
with a photograph of the entrant. These
photographs will be used in the
newspaper publicity and in the
program for the pageant.
Each contestant will-need to solicit
sponsors for the pageant. The con=

inside today

tment were dispatched to the scene.
along with the Tennessee Highway
Patrol. At 11:10 p.m., according to the
sheriff's department, the officers went
into the tavern to locate owners of the
cars that had been reported on the highway. At that point, officers arrested one
person for public drunk, and attempted
to take him into custody.
A number of persons in the tavern
began to -interfere with the officers'-.
actions, --according to the sheriff's,
department. Rocks, bricks, and bottles
were thrown t the officers and their
squad cars, and four cars were
damaged in the altercations.
Three hours later, a total of 52 local
and state officers were on the scene and
202 persons had been arrested. Charges
ranged from public intoxication to
interfering with police to attempting to
incite a riot and disorderly conduct.
Lt. Wayne Tibbs of the Tennessee -Highway Patrol said that when the
trouble broke out, the tavern was
blockaded and the highway barricaded,
then officers began making arrests. He
said there was no resistance after that
point.
Those arrested were taken tolails in
Paris in school buses and police cars.
Zig Planarity ot those arrested wen
Murray State University stlidents.

City Planners
To Meet'Tuesday
Five items are on The-agenda-for the
regular meeting of the Murray Planning Commission Ituesday, April 19, at
7p. m:at City Hall.
Among tne items to be discussed-are
two public hearings. A hearing will be
held on a request to rezone property
owned by Jack Cain at 641 S. and Peggy
Ann-Drive from R4 to ft-4.- The second
hearing is on a request to rezone the
remainder of a lot owned by Fil Boston
at 305 N. 7th St. from R-2 to B-3.
,Other items on the agenda include:
*a. discussion of the . final. plat
review of Southside Manor Residential
Planned Development Protect;
discussion of a proposed limitedbusiness I B-4 district classification.
- and final review of a proposed
screening amendment to the zoning
ordinance.

Clifton Key Bitten By 'Rug Bug'

var

clothes a few years ago, to make the
designs on several of his creations.
There have been some drawbacks,
though, for as he works at forcing a
strip through the backing and then back
again, he Makes what his wife terms"a
mess" in their den.
But the fact that he recently finished
two rugs for two more members of his
family attests to his popularity, at least
with thern. And he does more than just
piece together squares and rectangles
into floor coverings.
On the wall of his den hangs his own
design of a tiger leaping through the
air, evidence that he has used the rug
medium as his way to express his artistic talent's..
- And Key gets a kick out of the acclaim his rugs have gotten thrOugh his
family.
He explained, "My daughter in
Graves county likes to show house
guests her slate entranceway. But when
they get to my two rugs which she has
hanging on her entranceway wall, they
stop looking at the floor and look at my
rugs instead."
So one might say, at age 83 instead of
merely being a rug maker, Key, in his
own way has become a rug artist.

Do you have some old clothes tucked away in the attic or
a closet that you do not need? Others can make good use of
them if you'll follow the advice given by M. C. Garrott in
today's Garrott's Galley on the Opinion Page, page nine.
•••+,•,

The MSU Thoroughbred baseball teams split with
Arkansas State in a double-header here Monday. For a
report on that game and other sports action, turn to
today's Sports Section, pages 6,7 and 8.

i

•
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today's index
clear and mild
Clear and mild tonight. Mostly
sunny' and *arm on Wednesday.
Lows tonight in the low to Mid
50s. Highs Wednesday in the low
ti mid 80s: Winds southerly less
than 10 Miles an hour tonight.

Local Scene
Dear Abby
Horoscope
• Sports
Opinion Page
Garrott's Galley
Comics Deaths & Funerals
Classifieds
ossword

2,3
2
3
6,7,8
9
.9
12
14
12, 13
14

SQUARES AND THINGS—Clifton Key shows off some of the designs
has incorporated into one of his la t est home-made rugs.
(me Photo by Pete W4r.

TtGE 'ER RUC—This Tiger Rug by Clifton Key shows he can branch into
other areas besides'sqUaies and rectangles IrChis home-made rug rnaking.
(Stan Photo by 7rte!Vyro)
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:1Irs. Lorene ft ilson Directs Prografir,Of The Coldwater It-ornen
,Ii
, The Coldwater United
,..)lethodist Church Women met
..4,1 the church on Monday,.
...April 4, at seven p.m. with
44rs. Lorene Wilson in charge
of the program.

• Marge Hays shows some
Of the plants that will be
sold at the auction by the
Wagon
Welcome
Newcomers Club on Thursday, April 14, at 7:30 p. m. at
the First Christian -Church.
, Dan Miller will be the auctioneer for the sale to inplants,
clude -crafts,
i'ltomentade bread, cakes,
jellies, preserves, and all sorts of miscellaneous items..
The auction will be open to
.
the public.

Mrs. Mohler Is Honored At
Stork Showers Held Here .

ktra: __Kenneth laher_rif
Mohler-haa been Ur honoree
at two stork showers held
recently at the Community
Mrs. Diane Tipton read the Room of the North Branch of
scripture. from Luke 24:1-12, ,the Peoples Bank.
Tle_ first was held on
followed by prayer by Kathy
Thursday, March 31, at 7:30
Mohler.
"Ressurrection Reality" p.m. with Mrs. Michael
was the discussion by Mrs. (Paula) Morton, Mrs. Randy
Linda Wilson, "How God (Cilia) Shelton, Mrs.. Grant
Answers Prayer" by Patsy (Patsy) Black, and Miss
Locke; "Pray and Wait" by Rhonda Towery as the
Elizabeth Jones; "Hindrance - hostesses.
Mrs. Mohler opened her
Prayer" by Alma Cooper;
"Just A Little Seed" by many gifts for the guests to
view. She wore a green knit
Estelle Adams.
A special talk on "Jezebel" dress and had a hostesses'-gift
was presented by Patsy corsage of pink and blue
Locke, and -a special talk on daisies with matching bows
"Moses:: .was by Nancy and a intniature stork. Sondra
Haneline. The closing prayer Barnett and Delores Boggess
were winners of the games.
was led by Lucille Potts.
Refreshments of individual
- Also present were lelen
Smith, Jan4 Lamb, aid cakes iced with pink bootees,
punch, nuts, and mints were
Evelyn Kinsey.
served-at-the tablik. overlaid
with a white cloth and. centered with a large stork

All _American
•Girl Pageant
Is Planned

Vows To Be Read

'Dean.-AMT

statuetreTTIOrty persons were
,
present or Sent gifts.
Miss Teresa McKinney,
sister of the honoree, presided
at the register for both.
showers.
The second shower was held
Saturday, April 2, at 1:10 p.m.
with Mrs. Delores Boggess,
Mrs. Phyllis Weatherford, and
Mrs. Renee McDougal as the
hostesses who presented ke.
honoree with a corsage
fashioned with white nd
yellow baby SpeitS.
Mrs. Mohler, wearing a
green dress, opened her gifts
for the guests to view. Winners
of the game prizes were Mrs.
Danna Parrish, Mrs. Janet
Housden, Mrs. Noma lee
Housden, and Mrs. Jo Nell
Mohler.
The refreshments were
served buffet style at the
beautifully appointed table
centered with a _blue bunny.
Present or sending gifts: were
thirty persons.

By Abigail Van Buren

In-law Wants Fiance
To. Have Experience
DEAR ABBY:1 am a'20-year-old theology student who
will one day be a minister.
After going with a very lovely girl for a year, I asked her
to marry me. She is 18. She told me to ask her father.
In my conversation with the father, he asked me if I was
'a virgin and I told him I was—which is true. I was
surprised that he would ask me such a question because he
is of the same religious denomination as me, and he knows
• that sex before marriage is forbidden.
Well, he surprised me by saying, "I ho you will get a
little experience before you marry my daughter because I
don't want her going off on i honeymoon with a fellow who
,doesn't ,know. anything.' .
Abby, is there all that much to know? I always thought
the mating instinct was natural, and there's no harm in
learning together: What is your opinion?
PROVO,UTAH
DEAR PROVO: Do ducts have to be taught to fly? And
fish to swim?
Love will find a way. Stay sweet as you are.

- Miss Melanie Jo Beat
* ,r

own the

and Michael Edward Brame

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan T. Beal of Murray announce the
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
engagement
Girl
American
All
TheMelanie Jo Beal of Hopldnsville;to Michael Edward Brame,
Pageant office has announced
son of William Edward Brame of Hopidnsville.
that Elizabethtown has been
The bride-elect attended Murray State University for two
selected at the host city for
years and is a member of Little Sigmas of the Sigma Chi
Kentucky's,first All American
fraternity. She is employed at ITT Grinnell, Princeton, as a
Girl State Pageant. The
.A.:41, •
computer operator.
pageant will be conducted on
Mr. Brame attended Murray State for one year where he is a
April 22-23 North Holiday Inn.
fraternity. He was previously amof the Sigma
member
from
petals
Kim " Smith, Publicity
Did any of you ever see 'a wind like
- 'toyed with Brame's Music Company,Hopkinsville, but is now
Chairman, has announced
Walking Iris? Neither had I flowering shrub.
I believe my old rule holds self employed.
that the state pageant will
until a few days ago. A friend
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, June 25, at 10:30
don't set anything out
true:
the
of
basket
in
hanging
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categories
has
the
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nbus- --The- All--Anierican-Tot---aries-3.6.;- -and brought -a blessom by to. before Good-Friday._Someone -a. -in. at Columbus-Belmont -State Park-Celtn
party
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wedding
if
the
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ceremony
night
last
me
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show.
Miss
ORS
CONTRACT
All American Little
park.
state
akthe
River
the
tomato
Mississippi
up
bluff
cover
overlooking
high
should
they
It is-a lovely, dainty and
an Miss -ages 7-9; All
REMODELERS
rather exotic flower, looking plants they had recklessly set
elettican Teen
ages 10-12; Allt
very- much like an orctid. Its'out: My advice was to get
- ages 13-17; and the All
habit of growth is similar to therm covered and let them
American Girl .- ages 18-26.
Airplane plant, with stay covered for a few days.
the
Pageant officials anticipate
We can't complain of this
drooping over the side
sprouts
16-20 girls will vie for the
and forming new nodules late cold weather, when we
age
each
in
title
coveted
which can be planted. The think of the January zero
group.:-7"" ,
212 E. Main
foliage is just like the regular temperatire. And also we
Winners, in each -category
Iris,' and tte coloring of the know this will pass and each- The FourthAnnual Nursing Schools of -Nursing and afty
will receive a trophy, crown,
has a large
blossom is exquisite. I wish I iveeli will, be getting warmer Symposium sponsored by the Health Proffessionals inbanner, and will advance to knew the horticultural name and warmer. We have so Jackson Purchase Chapter of terested or associated with the
selection of
national competition.
for it, as it is one of the most much to look forward to. Just- the American Association of care of the stroke patient.
BUILT-4N
-111tasual-Vhintrt-have seerr----Tro wok durte-dds--bitautife- triticai rare-Nurses will be Tre-gratafirm will begin at 7.:30
presented to the talent winThis should be our last taste wCrld gives us a foretaste of held April 28, at the Jaycee a.m. with the program ending
APPLIANCES
ners in each category and they
of winter. I hope so but have what is to come in the next few Civic Center.
at 3:00 p.m.
will have the opportunity to
thought before that it would . weeks.
Continuing Educational
The 'program is entitled
The
national
_work.
I
_the.
compete _ at
-not freeze any more. As.
So let's get_to
"Profile ow Sti Om" and wfll Units havi--been granted.
write this, it is cold and a rains have soaked the ground focus -on the prevention,- Speakers will be Dr. Charles
pageant as candidates-atforecast of freezing for thorbughly. We can dir beds cause, treatment,
large. The National Pageant
and Hogancamp, Cardiologist, Dr.
tonight. As I looked out the for annuals, we can set out
will be held at Holiday City in
psychosocial Harry Brigance, Urologist,
and
physical
They
window early this morning, I shrubs. I -love shrubs.
Memphis, Tennessee the third
n of the stroke Dr. Dale Brown, Radiologist,,
was amazed to see snowflakes are so hardy, and the foliage rehabilitatio
%tea in August. At this' time
patient.
Gary Miller,. R. N., Randall
are
blooms
the
by
the
as
driven
down,
drifting
well
as
the contestant will be comto Houser, Physical Therapist,
is
'limited
Attendance
beautiful.
peting for -over $5,000 of
Speech
n.e..*••,a
Try to arrange your new Registered Nurses, Licensed and Naney Schempp,
scholarships amil_awards. _
of Pathologist.
Students
Nurses
Practical
an
itye.tcr.
alt
with
planting
.21
Parents of would-be conFor, further symposium
overall view. I don't mean
testants are invited to inquire
information dial 554-2813 or
balance in size
a
but
formal,
for further information and
554-3130 evenings.
and color. No plants ever
application by writing All
clash with each other,
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Murray
American Girl Pageant, P. 0.
WISEHART GIRL
but some colors seem to bring
Dothan, Order of the Rainbow fol. Girls
1630,
11
Drawer
neighboring
and Mrs. Ronald
in
Mr.
best
the
out
met at the lodge hall on
Alabama 36301 or by calling
shrubs. So choose well and you Wisehart of Almo Route One
HOSPITAL PATIENT
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CHOOSE FROM A WIDE
5,
seven
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Tuesday,
205-792-4907. PTA's, band
will be better satisifed with are the parents of a baby -girl,
RANGE OF GE UNITS
Mrs. William Morgan of
worthy
Cates,
with
Susan
m.
civic
schools,
dance
boosters,
the result.
Molly Gene, weighing seven Murray has been dismissed
advisor, and Sybil Lasater,
clubs and other organizations
Our attention can be timed pounds fourteen ounces, from Lourdes Hospital,
GE HAS THE LOWEST
mother advisor, presiding.
interested in sponsoring a
to the shrubs already in our measuring 19'2 inches, born Paducah. CONTRACTOR PRICES
Members present were yards. In another week or so
local pageant as a fund raising
Sunday, March 27, at 11:08
Greta Timmerman, Susan we can tell how much damage on
are also invited to inquire.
at the Murray-Calloway
a.m.
PADUCAH PATIERT
Estes, April Perry, Donna has been done by those zero
Hospital.
County
Terry Mardis of Dexter
Smith, Lisa Suiter, Lagena temperatures. We can begin to
The father is employed at Route One has been a patient
James, Marie Vella, Rhonda trim off some of the dead
Tonite!!
Goodyear Tire and Rubber at the Western Baptist
the
Sledd, Lana Lasater, and looking branches. Cut down to
Union. City, Tn.
Bargain Nite
Company,
Hospital, Paducah.
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Vickey Weatherford
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from fruit or vegetables for
lb:. •
Mrs. Raymond Greer, all of
the new lodge hall on Highway baking fruit-and-nut loaves, fill
and Mr. and Mrs.
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full.
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Yursing Symposium To Be

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Held At Jaycee Center

Murray Rainbow

For Girls Meets

TIMEX
REPAIR
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•

tonite's movies

a
reli

DEAR ABBY: I protest the use of the pronoun "hey or
"him" when referring to people- in general.
An example from one of your columns:"Don't ever tell a
child that HE is bad. If HE misbehaves, tell HIM you don't
like what HE did; don't tell HIM you don't like HIM."
The child could be a boy or a girl, right? But by using
only the male pronoun, it'implies that males are of primary
importance—another blow to the female's self-esteem.
After all, how hard is it to write or say, "ahe/he" or
"his/hers" or "him-her"?
FAITHFUL READER
DEAR READER: The rule of gxammar you speak of,
which is to use the masculine pronoun when it applies to
both male and female, was NOT devised to put down
women. And it is not likely to be changed in the interest of
women's rights.
Writing ahe/she" and "him/her" IS a time-waster, and 1
for one would find it extremely burdensome.
'DEAR ABBY: Shortly before St. Valentine's Day- you
had a "confidential" in your column urging each,reader to
"be a sweetheart" and take a shut-in out for a drive, invite
a single over to relieve his (or her) loneliness or send
someone you like a funny -card, flowers or a little gift.
Well, Abby, we toRk your advice and came up with a list
of 25. In spite of the price of flowers and cards and
entertaining these days, we can't remember receiving so
,
much for so little.
Our telephone rang rot dayarSome with tears in their
voices to thank us for thinking of them..
That one "confidential" in the Dear Abby column was
worth more than a year's subscription to the neWspaper
you will publish that
that reatures your coThrihm.
lovely suggestion annually.
E AND-R
DEAR E AND R; You can bet I will. And thanks for
being the sweethearts you obviously are.
For Abby's new booklet, 'What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send -51 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif: 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addiessed, stamped (244) envelope

"if there's a
way the ne
tax law can
save you money,
we'll find it."
Henry W. Block

A brand-new reason why H&R
Block should do your taxes.
The new 1976 tax law is full of changes.
New credits...new deductions...new
rules that affect you and every taxpayer.
But Block people are ready to help save
you money by taking every allowable
deduction and credit.

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St. 753-9204

/

M.o.., I.

OFFICE HOURS; 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays, 9 AM to 5 PM Sat.

For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

This Bank is Open
Best Picture of The Year!!
join Chestnut

Thru Wed.

His whole life was
a million-to-one shot

ROC
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hour
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PEOPLES BANK

TELLER 24
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I Ends Wed.
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INTRODUCTION TO A TUBA—Four students in the fourth grade class of Mrs. John
Brinkley at East Calloway Elementary School get a closeup of a tuba following the annual Children's Concert by the Murray State University Symphonic Band on the campus on Wednesday morning, April 6. Showing the instrument is Jeff Sinith, a
Shelbyville, 111., junior. Getting a music lesson are:(clockwise from left) Alan Davis,JO,
ton of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Staffey; Roger Hale, 10, .son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hale;
j
Vickie Bogard, 9, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bogard and Jeanetta Geurin, 9,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Geurin. The Symphonic Band, directed by Prof. Paul
Shahan, presented a concert for students in the Calloway County School System,
followed by a repeat of the concert for students in the Murray City School System.
These concerts are sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
in cooperation with,the Music Department of Murray State University.
• mes
,
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Wedding Planned

HOSPITAL NEWS

_
April 2, 1917
ADMISSIONS.
NEWBORN
4
Baby Boy Morris (Maher
13
April
Tuesday, April 12
Wednesday,
12
April
Tuesday,
Toni), 709 Goodman, Murray,
MSU Student Governfient
Concert by Barrington,111., Baby Girl Wright (Melissa),
Betty Sladd Mission Group
will present "Up With People" of Memorial Baptist Church,, High 4chool Choir, directed by
Rt. 7, Mayfield. in the MSU • Field House at wait:fleet at 7:30 p.m.
Mark, will be at 4:30 P.
- - DISMISSALS eight p.m.
mu. in the Old Recital Hall,
Mrs. Diana G. Butler and
Freed-Hardetnan College Priee Doyle Fine Arts Center, Baby Girl, Rt. 6 Box 130,.
Murray TOPS Club will Associates will meet at seven MSU.
Murray, Mrs. Marilyn K.
meet at Health Center at p.m. in the annex of the
Kendall and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
13
seven p.m.
Wednesday, April
University Church of Christ.
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Helen
South Pleasant Grove Hounshall, Rt. 6, Murray,
Homemakers Club will meet Miss Mary J. Talley, Rt. 8,
Wednesday, April U
Suburban Homemakers
Tranthe home of luta Hutson at Murray, Mrs., Sheila. N.
at
on
lecture
Free
Club will meet with Mrs.
scendental Meditation will be 1:30 p.m. Note change in Stigall, 120 Green Acres Dr.
Holmes Dunn at seven p.m.
at community room of Not. place.
Paris, Tn., Charles R.
thside Peoples Bank at seven
Ruth Warren • Group of
-Rayburn, Box 15 Fox
Homemakers
Pottertown
p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Meado,ws Tr.
Wavy"
Club will meet at Colonial Mrs. Catherine Jones, 402,t
Women will have a Motherten
at
Smorgasbord
No. 1st St. Murray, Mrs.
Meals for senior citizens will. House
Daughter GA Banquet at 6:30
p.m.
be at- North - 2nd Center at a-mGladys- I. Beblier. Rt. 3,
twelve noon.
Murray, Mrs. Eunice ShenArts and Crafts Club will dock, Box 372, Hazel, *Mrs.
Murray B-ranch of the
Bowling for senior citizens meet with Mrs. Neva Waters,--Nancy T. Schroeder, Ht. 1,
American Association of
2:30
will be at Corvette Lanes at 102 South 14th Street,.at
Alino, Mrs. Mildred A. Tqtkl,
University Women will meet
p.m.
104"... Spruce. Murray, Mrs.
for a dinner meeting at 6:30 1:30 p.m.
Beula Jones, Rt. I, Murray,
p.m. at the Colonial -House
t
United Maro
Grove
Lynn
Wednesday, April 13
.11i,ss Germ .-Inn float •
,
Smorgasbord.
Marouess,5691 Franklin
- New Concord HomemakerrNethodist Church Women are Hall, Murray, William H.
Concert by Stan Kenton and Hub wilt meet with Mrs. John scheduled to meet at twop.m. Finney. 405 No. 17, Murray,
and Jerry Glenn- Iloward
his orchestra will be at Lovett Livesay at one p.m.
Mrs, Lucy H. Magraw, Box
Murray -Open Duplicate 282. Cadiz, Galen Miller, Ht. 3,
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Gaut
Auditorium at eight D.M.
Berme_
Box 317_,
seven
at
meet
will
Club
Ann
Hout to Jerry Glenn Howard, son of Mr, and Mrs. Ted
Bridfe
Murray,
Murray State baseb411 team
been iuinotinced
PhikDelta Kappa dinner will will play Memphis State at one pin. at Gleason Hall.
Adams, Rt. 4, Murray, I.. C. • Howard, 1403 SyCaniore Street, MurraY, has
Henderson.
of
Hout
E.
Darrell
Mrs.
And
Mr.
be at Winslow-Cafeteria. MSU, p.m. at Reagan Field.
by
hetparents,
Piercy, Rt. 3, Box 299,
Evening circles of First Murray, Mrs. Nora M.
at 6:30p.m.
Miss Hout will graduate in May from Murray State UniverChurch Howard, Rt. 1,
sity with -a Bachelor of Science degree in home economics. She
Murray,
Tennis team of Murray United Methodist
is a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Lydian Sunday School Class State will play Middle Ten- Women will meet at 7:30 p.m. George
Green, Rt. . 7,
Mr. Howard attended Freed-Hardeman College, HenderSon,
Of First Baptist Church will nessee at one p.m. at as follows: Hannah with Mrs. Murray.•
Tn., and Murray State University. He is presently employed at
meet at the church fellowship Univeisity Courts, Chestnut Yancy Watkins. Ruth Wilson
Ryan Milk Company..
hall at seven p.m. with Groups .Street.
with Mrs. June Whitford, and 04-03-77
The vows will be exchanged at'the Chapel Hill United
I and II in charge.
Wesleyan with Mrs. Gillard NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Joint senior recital by Pam Ross.
Methodist Church, Henderson, on Saturday, June 18, at 3:15 p.
DISMISSALS
m. Bro. John Dale of Murraywill officiate at the ceremony.
Mrs. Etitine Nimmo, Rt. 8,
Murray Star Chapter No. Fleming, soprano, Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Hout invite all friends and relatives to attend
_Ladies day luncheon will be Murray, Hallie H. Ray, Rt. 2,
433 OES will meet at Masonic and Lila Todd, piano,
p.
8:15
at
be
will
Greenville,
9:30
at
the
wedding and the reception to fellow,for their daughter and
bridge
with
at noon
•
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Puryear, Tn., J. T. Roberts,
m. in the Farrell Recital Hall, a.m. at the Murray Country Rt. 8, Murray, James A. -Mr.Howard.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Club.
Johnson, 505 Broad. St.,
MSU.
Murray, Mrs.. Blanch M.
Hardin Senior Citizens will Pittman, New Concord, Jack
THE MURRAY
have a work day from 9:30 R. Kennedy, 302 N. 6th,
LEDGER & TIMES
a.m. to three p.m. - •
Murray, Enos D. Winchester,
The Murray Ledger &
Rt. 5, Murray, Carlos S.
You May Got
- Elkins ( expiredT, -TM 1,
Times is -P-iiblisbed everf
. Thursday, April-II
Your
afternoon except Sundays,
Murray State Spanish Club Kirksey.
GROCERIES
July 4, Christmas Day, New
will show four cultural films
+deist
broth.
From The Desk Of
and
Day
Year's
beginning at seven p:m.'in the Apfil- 4, 1977
FREE
nutrients - for -yiltir mci-neyl. 131
Adults
,
JEAN
1V-.
CLOAR
Murray
.
by
AuditoriumThanksgiving'
Student Center
At
Read the label. Ingredients
Calloway County Extension
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
Admission is 25 cents and Nursery 5
listed in descending order.
are
Agent For Home
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
St., Murray, Ky.,42071,
public is invited.
according to how much of
Wilkerson..
Boy
Baby
_
Economics
Second Cies&Postage Paid
,Cadiz,
Some store-bought baby each one is contained in the,
Forillty recital by David (mother Karen), Rt. 3,
alitluiray.lcy. 42071.
jar of food.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES;
Nelson, violin, will be_at 8:15 Baby Girl Jones (-mother foods are highly nattitions.
• Noting Extra To Buy!
---Water,
ItS.
For
sa-so,
Baby
Otters are' just
In areas served by carriers, p. m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Brenda), Rt. 2, Murray',
• Whin;Ti Register For!
broth, starch, or sugar is ape
Cornell
Linda),
(mother
-a-recent
Cyirt-Poyner
to
cording'
in
payable
Center,
month,
per
Arts
02.50
Price Doyle Fine
of the top few - ingredients
P.O.Box 187, Dover, Tn.
University study.
CHECK YOUR CASH
advance. By mail in
MSU.
there is high
DISMISSALS
Most nutritious' are the listed, it means
Calloway County. and to
REGISTER TICKET, IF
percentage of it in, the baby
strained
1
Rt.
_Bell,.
t
M.
Noveda
Hardin Ma field
Mrs.
snigle-ingredien
-44amtin-Sonior-Citizent-wilL_
YOURS HAS NE Johnyttcrwanttir
Sedalia and Farmington, have a work day at the center. •Almo, Mrs. Norma Cavitt, Rt. foods. The "combination
son's MAGIC MARK1, Boaz, Morris L. Harvey, 212 dinners: just aren.1 worth the avoid.
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
The label may also tell you
your groceries on that and Puryear Tenn., $17.50
Ellis Center will be open E. 18th., Benton, Mrs. Shirley price. You'll be doing your the U. S. Recommended Daily
if
instance,
J. Overcast, Rt. 5, Murray, 'baby a favor, for
ticket will cost you per year. By mail to other from ten a. rn. to three
-Allowances 4.14L)A of major
destinations,$32.50 per year: for senior citizens with sack 14Its. Table D.- PaMer----TiTTT, you -buy a laT-lit -strained
nothinL
-nutrients- - contained in.._ the
.
Carr
J.
strained
and
jar_of
Bonnie
a
Mrs.,
carrots
Member of Associated lunch at noon and table games Kirksey,
Approximate*
and Baby Boy, Ett...',3,_Cadiz, ,chicken and mix them food.
Press, Kentucky Press at one p. m.
Ito 10-1411rwairs
YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
Wetekly
Mrs. Melissa K. Wright and together ):ourself.
Southern
and
Association
- Don't forget that you
OWN
Tobacco 11Milk
Cornell's .researchers
Publishers
Newspaper
New Concord-Hamlin Senior Baby Girl, Rt. 7. Mayfield,
can save. money by. cooking,
Products Excluelod
2,
Rt.
comthe
Mrs.
Forth,
that.
Jane
E.
discovered
Association
Citizens will meet at the home
mashing and straining your
of Mary Rawlings, Pine Bluff Gilbertsville, Mrs. Janet 1.. bination dinners contain only own foods for the baby. A
Shores, for a fish dinner at Robinson, 1001 S. 16th„ small amounts of protein, and
blender is a big help here. And
See Marjorie Major
twelve noon. Call Annelle Murray, Dennis Daniel, -Gen. "even smatter traces of iron. there are. now some special
Travel Consultor,.
The. jars of vegetables - and
Burnham 4364364 for tran- Del., Murray, Mrs. Addie -L.
grinders on
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray, Rural meat you mix together at • little baby-food •
sportatten
this job
make
that
market
the
as
Whitnell,
507
times
R. Jones,
home have' three
FOP TOURS, CRUISES,NOTE1.$ MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
cinch.
a
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. Itetgai
Auction sale, open to the Murray, Mrs. Zela C. Hurt, 401 much protein, mute than
Don't prepare more than a
No Charge by us.
public with Dan Miller as N. 10th., Murray, Mrs. Mignon twice as much iron, and eight '2-day supply of food at a time.
Price same as direct.
auctioneer, will be Aeld by Outland, 416 S. 8th., Murray, times as much vitsrnin A as Be sure to refrigerate .it imFor Information and
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Mrs. Euple Thurman, 108 N. the same quantity of the. mediately after preparation,
1
Travel Literature call
Club at the First Christian 9th., Murray, Lonzie Dunlap, combination dinner you can
or when baby has had enough.
302 Cooper, Paris, Tn., Reuel buy.
Church at 7:30 p. m.
753-GOGO (4646)
INGREDIENT
10th.,
N.
401
Hurt
SINGLE
expired),
B.
(
wt.Movie Office Man,
There is enough carbon in the
711 Maio Street
Grove 126 WOW will meet at Mlirray, Mrs. Willie K. Cooper FOODS COST LESS - The
human body to make more
cheaper.
are
11th..
S.
foods
204
separate
(expired),
than 14,000 pencils and enough
Murray Woman's Club House
They contain less water-and • tune to- parnt -a barn- white- - Murray. )- at six p. m. '
•

- rt.,

a

614116
-LUCKY!

Baby Food Value
Discussed IIen

- Your Individual
Horoscope
-Frucis brake
FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 13, 1077
"
AQUARIUS
What kind of day will
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
tomorrow bet To find out what
A stimulating day, but don't
the stars say, read the forecast
let your entbusiauna cause you
&entre mar birtlkSign.
to take'cel more'than you-can handle. Easy does it!
PISC121 ,
ARIES
KC/.
(Feb. 29 to Mar. 20)
_afar_ 21 ta,Apr. 20) 119404
SanwresulcUons Where
Augment your efforts with
personal relktionships , pre
whatever is available in sound
concerned. In mid-mornlag:
and
methods
devices,
especially, avoid discuaaions
production step-up. .New opwhich could upset associate*.
portuniUes indicated. Prepare!
TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY are
(Air. 21 to May 21) diii?
endowed with great force and
must
Analyses, conjectures
determination; are a born
be given plenty of time in order
leader, but often highly unto prevent errors. Be alert.
predictable. You would make
Artistic pursuits highly favored.
an excellent executive but,
GEMINI
because of a tendency toward
( May 22 to June 21)
not
would
"bossiness,"
Shun breakneck speed, but
necessarily be a popular bate.
neither delay nor be tardy in
You could also make an outaction. Both extremes, end
standing lawyer, statesman or
curbed.
.be
others, MUST
leacher. On the artistic side,
you have a close affinity for
CANCER
0 "music and should try to
(June 22 to July 23) 13
cultivate this talent - if not tg
Put past doubts, disappointments behind you: they . follow as a career, to provide a
highly satisfying avocation.
only put limits on future
progress._ You could now add , Birthdate of: Thomas Jefferson, 3rd Pres.. U.S.A.; Lily
the "twist" that boosts projects
Pons, operatic diva.
to success.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Your innately good style,
1-4MI
demeanor and cooperative 111
7M2
attitude can Win laurels. Indifference or- -reluctance,
•
however, will surely disenchant
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
cause.
-your
others and hurt
Miss Sheila M. Vickers of
your best!
So
Murray has been released
VIRGO
from the Western Baptist
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You won't be able to ac- Hospital,' Paducah.
complish ALL you desire, so
don't try to crowd yourself or
others. Stay "on target" competent, but not pressured.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
An exciting, stimulating day.
Act with confidence. Luck is
with you in dealing 'with
superiors, experts in all lines.

*w_

444-k

An

_SCORPIO.
(Oct. 24 to Nev. 22) it-er
A day in which to. curb your
innate aggressiveness.- with
Intelligent self-discipline•and
'stress moderation. Extrernikh
of any kind could alienate
others.
SAGITTARIUS
-( Nov. g to Dec. 21-)
Accept the fact that temporarily, differences-of opiniowi.
will be inevitable. Thus, you'll
watch your 'step and do nothing
to increase tensions.
CAPRICORN
i1YfIC
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
An excellairday-tarmaktrig
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the personal side, there's a possibility
of new romance.

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY '

at -

to
g.

-

Per Pose In Living

340,00.

Color
for tacit OnalPrint
*No Limit '
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

1

Artcraft
Studios,
_
The Professionak
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In leer

4

We are pleased to announce that
Royetta- Stations., Bride-elect of
Robert Warnock, has -selected her
stainless, pottery and crystal .from
our complete bridal registry
Rayetta and Robert will be
married on April 15, 1977.

- FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

.

YOUR
PHOTO

The Shmcase
121 By-Paus
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

. _• • ,
Con-paruktiontCatioway County Speed) Team!
i
Number One In The State, Number One With Us!

Congratulations to the
No. 1 Speech Team in
Pkice
The State of Ky.
Sals

Max Morris - Candidate
For Sheriff Congratulates
The Laker Speech Team on
Their Win At State!

,

Says

Compliments of

Bennie Jackson - Cond. for Sheriff

I

Congratulations Laker
Speech Team

Burger

_

Wilson, Insurance

- Good Luck
Laker Speech Team
The Champs
Shop At
Corn-Austin
Good Luck Lakers!
. Billy Erwin - Candidate
For Magistrate of District 3
Wishes Laker Speech Team
Good Luck!

s;
..

'

Best of Luck Lakers.
All The Way!
Calloway Speech Team
State Champs
Compliments of

Bank of Murray

Dan Bazzell - Candidate
For Magistrate of District 4
Compliments The Speech Team
And Wishes Them Luck.
Dwciin Taylor Chevrolet
Stays Congratulations On
Winning The State
Tournament! No. 1
Jimmy Cherry
Candidate for Sheriff
Wishes The Laker Speech
Team The Best Of Luck

Laker Speech Team '
Is No. 1!

Littleton's Says
"Good Luck at NFL Districts!"
..._

Buckingham-Ray Ltd.

Congratulations For A Great Job!

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed
CCHS Speech Team
says
Don Henry
ay To Go takers!
Sta
Form Ins.tehefW
i„,
S.,

Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Trophy Center For
• The Winning Lakers
Man's World Says
Good Luck At NFL
Districts and Nationals!
Go Speech Team
J.H. Tobers - Cond.
For Magistrate Of District 4
Says
i

Congratulations takers!
Laker Supporters
Wishes Speech Team
Luck at NFL Districts
Win!
Congratulations!
Calloway County Speech Team

People's Bank
Member FDIC

re,

a,
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Long Time_
Beat These Values
Razzle-Dazzle
Sun Dresses
that catch
the spirit of
the season
and show off
'your tan. ..
SAVE 2.12.
Tailored Panels designed
to give your windows
a look ofstyle .

Pantie and Panty Hose
all in one - panty line won't show ..
Made from-cool, comfortable
polyester and cotton, these
Sundresses reflect the spirit of
summer. Smocking top with,
2" straps razzle-dazzle
/
11
onlookers. Select from several
styles in Ifiarvelous prints.
Sizes small, medium or large.

y.
2:8422Ma
4
The palm at naiwtria
is allook,1100W
advollsol
nocildis mom Ise nOwsriesell
rise In slant Amen se
anoniss
Noea Ma stink on ROOM Ihst cot
slatonnsenes
pssakes
Is toad
11esireninssinedonsise
1
:
mmo:
oo
Annan ad be came al
pod* tedisold Pesst. lib Ike Nonni
Inisnion of Rosen lo Wars• ow
penny• lsollon linnmesed

Count
Off
Thft,
SedOnds

100% nyloh- hose with 100%
cotton crotch for comfort and absorbency Available in suntan,
bee cm.c?ottee for SUSS A and B

—

97

FIBER FILLING SHOWER-CAP

88

SPECIAL
PRICE

ROSES 1
SPECIAL
PRICE

MIRACLEMES7

POLYESTER

ROSES $
SPECIAL
PRICE
BAG
YARD'
llergic,
non-a
is
filling
fiber
Polyester
REG.
195. 100% polyesor double knits in solids, odorless,.washable, non-matting
stripes or fancies. Perfect for creating and resitent. 1.4h. bag. White only.
_spring fashions 60" widths.
Push the button for hour and
•
minutes, hold tte button to
•
count off secords. An inexpensive digital watch with
0111141,_ ,high impact plastic and ad'94...._=r411621#1
justable strap. Select from
sporting colors.
igit
It dirILIa

Shows
The
Hour
And
- Minute

REG.
1.27
Cap is lined with absorbent miracle,
mesh. Free French bath sponge in'
wafer form. Becomes full size when
placed in water.

ofoVe
ti
los-4ifil
ernr4
kis- 14

R
:
PLANTE• PLANTE
:
i oz,/k),:t/.14'

BUBBLE
GUM

THRIFT

With toy

iSOTOR 011

44

peanut

t
11.11111

Reg. 79t

_

Men's or Youth's
Microelectric
DOUBLE & WARP
Digital
KNITS
Watches . .
ROSES

5"

PARTY
MINTS

--

Enhance your windows with pre-shrunk panels. Completely
machine washable for long,
- --easy-care service. Select
42x83" or 42x81".

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

THRIFT
OIL

QUAKER STATE

OIL

100 2/i00
3/100 2/10° 5/Re""

Iwo

kw_

PEANUTS

IRISH SPRING
REG
1 9¢EA

All Your Favorite Titles

Reg.

nt

THE MANLY SOAP

PAPER BACK
BOOKS

DRY ROASTED

Reg.
--Planters to— delicious cruocby Dry
Roasted Peanuts in the reclosable
"keep fresh- jar. 16-oz.(net wt.).

COntain an effective system that

_

the whole family-wig enjoy. Leaves
you feeling fresh. 3.5-oz.(net wt.).

room,
' sm.

\

r1I4gerf
4

••••••,

ro
-4kir

JELLY
EGGS

• COOKIES

Reduced for After
Easter Clearance

2/1°°
ROSES

Reg 59f

-

19c

EASTER
LILLIES

199

Velvet soft Panty Shields T44
from Carefree: For light
days, just in case. 48 wafer
thin pads per box.

0111

11-71

PANTY SHIELDS

HANDY HOUSEHOLD

PLASTICS

3

F1
0

138

Central Shopping Center
Hours 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
.4^

•••

•

Grand Sport

A selection
of Non-Stick
Bake ware
for your
cooking
'pleasure. . .

... a conteMporary
racer.with the
overall design

forp-eed

Your choice of 8' round
cake pan, 10" pie part, 8x8x
2" square cake pan, loaf pan,
brown and serve pan, 6-cup
muffin pan or cookie pan with
non-stick black beauty.

SPECIAL LOW PRICE
26" men's 10-speed racer
is designed for speed.
Features front and rear
side-pull caliper brakes,
hooded brake levers, 10speed derailleur 'system,
stem shifters and reflectorized pedals for safety.
Racing handlebars, saddle,
and disc chainguard all add
to the sleek desigrr

POuCY
rts patioy NAwl Is to Mee every
sessslose eonS No.Ckw sods urs
essieldple mew re addled INN,
11/ AMS 11110ak beee's
N.
Slue I rein cheek on woad Ildt
be Wel le prehme'he lialciresteas
•ow ere pnre yew II.dendedlee
• isebble or oesegandle earAdder ell be edema d • are
pray redone sea le re honed
edam et Plow% le beelt-up ase
Quenresee
POW/

USE
ROSES
LAY-A-WAY

sew.

ft" • a

Beautiful
Pictures
in various
shapes and
sizes .-. .
1111111141Wii.

TOILET SEATS

TOY CB RADIO
_
rar-novirilurn
Sleek Neck bicycle tires with dep Sturdy bicycie tubing
tread for tong -wear. Select sine ParformancIt Selea from'ilzeP.
•
20x1.75,2ex 1 %.or 27x1%.
20x1 75, 26x1%or27x11.

-Prvit

Features 6 movable dials, clicking
sound and "on-off" *witch_ All in a
colorful plastic casing, _

Many scenes and still-Ides to
select from. M with beautiful
wood frames. Perfect Tom
accents. Siage-8x14r9r4a
11.114,606 or 42418:

The standard in enameled wood seat
design Non-corrosive bar type plastic
hinge wit metal studs Many colors

40 60, 75 or 100 watts

LIGHT
BULBS
LONG LIFE
FANTASTIC PRICE!

Own personalize rl
y
uur
Photomug made from your %vont,
photo supplied by you. Jus.
present this coupon and picture
your choice at your local ROSP',
Store and they'll order your mu,
354 extra for print from your
Allow 10 days for
negative
delivery NO CASH VALUE!

B
OFFER EXPIRES
APRIL 30 1977

ist

t• t(N

tt,

i(4

LEISURE
SUITS
Boys Sizes

D Little Girls
ES
REDUCED TO

25%

OFF

Values-to $6.96

Jr. Boys
Sizes
Reg.$14.97

MEN'S
LEISURE
JACKETS
Reg.$32.88

15

1 Rack of Ladies
LADIES
DRESSES/SLACK SETS/SKIRT SETS
S
SUIT
JUMP
yo,
00
CED
REDU
Values to $23.95 111

ROSES

-:•

e'llr

PA
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Shortstop Stan Giesler Enjoying Great
Success - in Second Season With 'Bred

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

By TONY WILSON
MSU Sports Publicity
The traditional role of the
shortstop is to be a meager
bitter with a vacuum cleaner
Tor a glove. Someone should
"
tell'Stan Gieslei. •
The wiry Murray State

Reds, Phillies Duplicating
Their Records In Reverse

senior, more than amply
the
second
meeting
re_quirement has done a bad
job of fulfilling the first He led
the 'team in batting last
season, and is currently hitting .321.
Giesler had committed only

two emirs through Murray
State's first 24 games -.
amazingly few considering the
number of 'chances he has
handled - in helping his team
to a sparking 20-4 record.
Last spring the Jasper,
Indiana, native had 32 errors
in 47 -games as the regular
___'Bred shortstop.
-I really don't know why
I'm fielding so well this year,"
Giesler said. "I think..the key
• might be getting off to a good
start."
"I had in error on the first
-ball to me this year.ItBought,
'Oh, no, here Igo again,'" But
the surehanded infielder has
misplayed only-one other ball
since then.
'Before- trantfetrIng to
Murray from Three-Rivers
Junior College,Giesler hit .292

ants''a
1/—
el

-

,-,

Settle-Workman

-

White-Westinghouse
8 Furniture

. Dress Shirts
ski $699

...

I

,--

Corn-Austin
753-2472

753-4092

•

753-4832

621 So.4th

753-4669

Murray Beauty
Salon
"For the Woman Who Cares"
Northside Shopping Or.

153-3142

Albums

Tapes

$499

$5"

,

'

701 Main

753-5885

401' Olive
753-5312

1 6 1 7- 1 2 1 By-Pass

Telephone 753-4541

UNITED FIGURE SALON
EXCLUSIVELY FOR WOMEN

GUEST PASS

Department
Store
Olympic Plaza

753-5833

753-5273

Murray Eledric

P.N.---Hirsch

PASS ENTITLES
FOR ONE TRIAL VISIT AT.

UNITED FIGURE SALON
DIXIELAND CENTER ,7- MURRAY,KY.
Mon.-Thurs.9:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.—Fri.9:00 a.m.-6:00;.m.

PHONE 753-6$11

ion"
Downtown Shopping Ctr.

Murray Ice Co.
Package or Block Ice

408 So.4th

Stokes, Tractor &
Implement Co.

Shoe
Store
753-5924

753-1813

ENIX

..

_

•

,
T V , Appliance Sales 8 Service, Quasar TV
Kelvinator Appliances

205 S. 5th St.

Parker - ----Ford
Inc.

..

Kelvinator Appliances

' Hodge li Son,Inc.

Reg $7 95

"Good Luck Tigers"

ty
Coun
oway
Call
Cain
n
Edwi
Co.
er
Lumb
Construction Co.
"Complete Lumber Needs"
.

Reg $6 95

:)1,

753-3251

204 N. 4th

753-0388

The Showcase
•

753-1675

UPPIDort SNOM OtYraPki

753-8844

Central Shoppinga

•
502110. 4th

Dixieland Shopping Center

Vow'Life"

%, Price Sole on Blank tassette
rrack rapes_
acir.

Garden Equipment 8 Supplies
u e
Visit Our Greenhos
Landscape Architect

ng Strong -Honda Is Going

Invincible Deluxe

Spoke & Pedal
Bicycle Shop

T. V. Service Center

Freed Cotham Co.
802 Chestnut

KING
EDWARD

1

Shirley's Florist

Sales & Service
• 801 So. Mb

_

"For The.SportIn
1203 Chestnut

Heating & Sheet Metal

Overby Honda
_

.

-

-Support The Special Olympics-

i
402 Man

753-4872--•-•- -

202 So.5th ,:• :_2_:,
'- -

753-2447

306 L Main

Dennison & Hunt
Sporting Goods-

P• urdom's Inc. .

Special
Men's
Rig.„.„

753-1314

1201 Chestnut -

753-6800

713 So. 4th St.

4644
4.
1
/
'
.26chr
C)--*

MIDDLE SCHOOL_ SPECI1
OLYMPIC''BASKETBALL. TEAM

Steak and Pizza
House

Care 8 Understanding
When the Need is Great

,,i1447(4.

These Murray Merchants Proudly Support Our

-

•

-McFarland NamedTo All-Sigma Chi

player in both baseball and
.basketball. He really wasn't
sure which sport he should
play in college until he
graduated.
"I first met my ThreeRivers coach, Jerry Blemker,
the summer after gaduation
during an American Legion
game. He really convincedate
that baseball was my best
sport."
'I knew that Three-Rivers
was a good baseball school,
and Coach Blemker's interest
in me made it easy for me to
decide where to
The Poplar Bluff, Missouri
junior college has. produced
other fine Murray State
baseball players, including
leftfielder Marvin Kiel and
pitcher Mike Roberts, both
starters last year.

Murray State University
varsity football player Eddie
McFarland has been named to
the second team of the AllSigma Chi Football Team for
1976. Team selection honors
outstanding varsity football
players who are members of
Sigma- Chi, and has been
March
announced , with
publication of the Fraternity
his • 1
tuarte.rly magazine, The
"I was pretty disappointed Magazine of Sigma Chi.
The team is selected an- e
with my average. I thought I
was a better hitter than that."
nur
F
Upon beginning fall practice submitted
eth
ns
a pitenroafstitib
'cnahonmy
l?
aatlitfyr4:smb
at Murray, Giesler was given
some hitting instruction by members who are varsity
football players.
Coach.Johnny Reagan.
"He(Reagan) noticed that I
BASKETBALL
wasn't Flitting the_gotside
MANNHEIM, Wes/ Getpitch very well. He. threw
some batting practices and many - The defending
taught me to go with the pitch chainproff ITS;-High School
'instead of popping up and All-Stars routed France 122-40
grounding out by trying to pull for their second straight
victory in the Albert Schthe ball."
-eater" basketball tourThese changes paid- huge iv
dividnds for Giesler -during nament.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Bill Bonham fired a seven- had singled, and Johnson
AP Sports Writer
hitter, Jerry Morales cracked blasted his homer just inside
The Cincinnati Reds and a two-ran double and Bobby the left field foul pole.,
Braves 7, Dodgers6
Philadelphia " Phillies had Murcer homered for the Cubs.
Montanez' basesWillie
in
records
in
bid
identical
almost
Bonham lost his shutout
winning their respective_ the ninth inning when he made loaded single highlighted • a
foom•tui fourth,inning and the
National-Leagoe divisions a a throwing error on a bunt.
Braves held on to defeat the
are
they
year ago, and
"We're not executing like Dodgers:Aftee-Frank Latorte
• dunlicating: each other again
we should," said Philadelphia surrendered seven hits and
this time in reverse. *
Both teams are in the throes Manager. Danny Ozark. two runs over six innings,
fforshaffiftadehisiresttsa1dle-nervth
ot-threeegtme.losing
,The only difference is that the Maybe they are pressing a relief appearance since last
Pinnies have only played- little bit. We just haven't been week's one-day retirement.
three games while the Reds able to do the right thing at the He didn't pitch well and the
Breves had to use three more
won their first two starts right time."
pitchers in tile ninth but he .
Astros 4, Reds3
before hitting the skids.
twoa
in a key run with an
clubbed
drove
Johnson
Cliff
the
at
gleeful
The Phils,
-prospect of- facing' loWlY_ run Oninf,1 in Houston's four- infield hit and helped produce
Montreal and taiirago in their run first inning and doig the winning run with some
e-T-iffig:
iun
first 10 games, dropped two Konieczny, who spent all of slick bisweekend games to the Expos 1976 in the minors, recorded . The Dodgers, who stranded
and bowed- to the .Cubs 6-2 his first major league victory 17 runners,scored two runs in
Monday night. Meanwhile,the in more than a year as the the eighth and twoinure in the
ninth before. Rick Camp, the
Reds lost - to - the Houston Astros edged the Reds.
Astros 473 and the Atlanta, Bob Watson singled home fifth. Atlanta pitcher, retired
Braves edged-the LOB Angeles-- Houston's first run off Woodie Steve Garvey on a'forces:hit
Dodgers 7-6 in the other NL Fryman. Joe Fe:Nu:son then. with the bases loaded, ending
--drove home Jose . trot,-wire- the
contedts.

Blalock-Coleman
--funeral Horne

his first season with the
Thoroughbreds. He led the 3612 squad in hitting with a .356
average. §,pd had 11 doubles
and 34 runs-batted-in.
Giesler attended Jasper
High School, where he was
voted the most valuable

,

interiors

Chestnut Street
753-1474

753-1319

industrial Rd.

Ryan
ilk
East Chestnut

Rai icr

LITT i"5•24 N'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
-

Co. 7533012

Court/Square

I

the gallery,
unliMited I-11 & III -Jeans and Things.'
The Uncommon Place Dixieland Center On Chestnut

Murray Ledger
& Times
103 North Fourth

Calloway Co.
SOH

Improvement
Assn.

Indystrial Rd.

763-2924

Graham
-Jacksqn
Quality Mdse.
For Over 60 Yrs.
414 Main St.

kcitingham
-Ray
Shop For hien
.Dixieland Center

4.4

—

•
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Expansion Blue Jays Sitting
Atop Perch In East Division

„
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By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Don't look now, but that new
kid on the block the Toronto
-Blue .Tays - is sitting in first
place in the American League
East Divison.
"Nobody knows whatls
going to happen down the
roads but we've get to be
happy with-what's transpired
to date," said Toronto
Manager Roy'Hartsfield after
the Blue Jays beat the Detroit
Tigers 5-3 Monday, their third
•
victory in four games.
It gave Toronto a half-game
lied in the AL East, ahead- of
the Cleveland Indians.
In other AL games Monday,
Kansas City needed 13 innings
to edge New York 5-4, Teats
nipped Cleveland 3-2 in 10
innings, Oakland squeezed by
California 3-2 illid Minneidta
clobbered Seattle 12-3.
"What's as impressive as
our record is how we'Ve- won
the games," Hartsfield said.
"the, expansion Blue Jays
/lave yet to score first in a
game. But they rallied from a
-44deficit ottopeningrday, fell
behind 1-0 Sunday before
--wituinig and tdLlCd' 1-0
Monday.
After tying the score in the
sixth, Toronto fell behind
again when Detroit's Jason
Thompson slammed a two-run
homer. But the Blue Jays
scored four runs. in She
.- .

(n HKAY i jtd:ER

Major League All-Star Team May
Be Taking Diplomatic Trip To Cuba

TINIE.;)

PINTS

"Bo* parties seem to agree
NEW YORK (AP)- Major WIrz addade iWe, could
so either after the on what Cuba is inyiting us to
do
probably
Cuban
and
baseball
league
seventh aided by a walk by
do and What kind of,learn the
President Fidel Castro have liketiclaeries or next spring."
rookie Tigers pitcher Dave
in conunissioner. would like to
said
McGovern'
to
closer
step
another
moved
Ftozema.
Wirz. But he
bringing a U.S. team to the Washington he had renewed send," said
Royals 5, Yankees 4, 13 inhis discussion • with Castro added that baseball mustfirst
first
the
for
island
communist
nings
about a U.S. team visiting make _ "certain the 'State_
time in more than a decade.
John Mayberry blasted -a
and that
Baseball Commissioner Cube as pert of a continuing Department concurs
Dick Tidrow pitch high off the
of sports and all other ramifications are
program
anoffice
Kuhn's
Bruins
Bowie
8,
3
Kings
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) right field fence inthe bottom
_
Bobby SchmautZ collected nounced Monday that it had cultural exchanges. And he - - Worked out."
of the 13th inning, scoring
The Toronto Maple Leafi may
no
were
there
said
Win
the
accepted
had
Castro
said
really have won the first game three of Boston's five first, received- and had looked idea of allowing an all-star 'further disciissions scheduled,
Fred Patek from second with
invitation
the winning run in the
of their quarter-final playoff period goals as the Bruins favorably upon-an
at - this tnne. -with either. the
from Castro to send a' U.S. team to visit Cube.
nationally televised game.
series against Philadelphia cn powered past Los Angeles.
Department or Cuban
had
State
he
said
McGovern
to
team
allstar
league
major
soon
ar
"As
they dropped
Mark Littell, who held the
March 7.
a
officials.
during
trip
a
such
discussed
Yankees hitless in four innings
-Yeah," said center Darryl the puck, we were hungry," Cuba.
The invitation was relayed visit he Made to Cuba two
of relief, was the winner.
Sittler. "I think that night we 'said Boston deferiseman Brad
GENERAL
Sen. years ago and that Castro, an
Starter Paul Splittorff had
made belieyers of some of our Park, who also scored in the on Monday to Kuhn by
DENTON,Ten.- Winton Et -avid baseball fan, wanted the
Dak.,
D-S.
McGovern,
first
George
as
period
the
'Bruins
could
checked the potent Yankees'
people who thought we
played their first game in who 'loured the island A last New York Yankees. But Kuhn "Pop" Noah. who coachedthe never win here."
bats without a hit after the
insisted that if any team North Texas State University
Th110.4-2 victory last month eight days since drawing a•bye week with two college
fifth inning, when the New
Cuba, it had to be an track team for 20 years-,--dieir
toured
South
from
into
the
teiuns
:
•
.
,
quarterfinals.
basketball
Yorkers toolso.4-3 lead...
was the Leafs' first on Flyers'
at the age of 74.
team.
all-star
Rangers 3, Indians 2, 10 inice since 1971.
-Isders
lan
tSabrest
with
Monday night,Sinter scored
nings
Second-period goals by Dakota.til
(71
deamy,' thatitth
of tdhese
Toby Harrah's home run in
the first of Toronto's three Clark Gullies and Jude Drouin events
a
moved
probably
tow-)
Cuban
up
stood
gave
that
10th
the
first-period goals
the bottom of
broke a tie-and led New York
..._ step closer," said Bob Win,
for a 3-2 upset victory and a 1-0
Texas its victory over To Receive Award
director of informatiorrfor the
Crelferand. "and- araliT the
lead in the best-of-seven .-Sa
past
bres'Bo
the
flak'
uu
Islanders commissioner's office. "But in
tshot althwgh
_
Rangers'record to 40. Harrah
SAN ,JOSE, Calif. (AP) - Stanley Cup quarter-final 39-28.
our minds, it would be
homered off reliever 'Dave Bruce, per, who became an series.
We outplaYed them
premature to be saying the
winthe
was
LaRoche, who
Olympic decathlon champion
we outshot them, we outhit commissioner had acepted the
7, Blues 2
ning pitcher in the Indians' after three years of training in Canadiens
Montreal right wing Guy them, but we didn't outscore invitation and to make it
first-two gdmes.
San Jose, will receive the Lafleur scored three goals and them," said Buffalo defen*leaf Pump and Air Conditioning
sound like the tour definitely
The Rangers had tied the Sullivan Award from the
semen Jerry Korab, who will happen."
an
tying
assists,
Spaatallets
three
added
score 2-2 in the bottom of the Amateur Athletic -Union at a
NHL-record for most'points in admitted that strong New
No U.S. major league
*Modern Sheet Metal Shop
ninth on a sacrifice fly by dinner tonight.
playoff game and carrying York checking disjointed the baseball team has played in
a
Bump_ Wills_ after_Cleveland
trUplitor terdei hiI Brands
-iireiis past underdog. Sabres'-potent offense:- ----- Cuba
diplomatic
since
had gone ahead 2-1 in the top The award is madeannually the Can
*Free
Estimatet-of the inning on Bill Melton's to the nation's outstanding St. Louis.
Everyone 'gave the, credit relations were severed with
bailabta,
r
lost
has
*Fleawehuk
now
which
Louis,
St.
•
'
athlete.
1902.
amateur
run-scoring single.
IiilamPes the island in
irdormation.:
games to for the victory -to _'
playoff
straight
told
—
nine
Kuhn
decathlon
woo
Jenner
'the
said
-Wirz
3
Mariners
Twins 12,
goalie Billy Smith," who beat
on
shot
a
get
not
did
world
a
Montreal,
with
medal
congold
we're
"that
-McGovern
Call Larry Wisehart
A two-run homer by Larry
the-elevenththe Canadiens the Sabres for
tinuing our effort to send an
Hisle sparked Minnesota's 13- record 8,618 points in the 1976 goal until after
_ _ _ -.
time.
straight
1,3-9290
allstar team to play in Cuba."
hit attack against Seattle. Olympic Games at Montreal. had scored twice.
Lefthander Geoff Zahn a nonroster player in the Twins'
Florida training camp this
spring, picked up his first
American League victory
although needing help in the
ninth.
A's3, Aagels
- California's Nolan Ryan
walked Mitchell Page with the
bases loaded in the ninth
inning, forcing in. Oakland's
winning run. Page earlier had
tripled and scored the tying
run on which Allen's single in
the sixth.
Ryan struck out 11 - the
85th time in his major league
career he had fanned 10 or
more in a game - but walked
eight, including four in the
ninth. Two of those were in•
tentional.

Maple Leafs Score Upset Win
Over Flyers, Canadiens Romp

Quality Service
Company, Inc.

Murray's NewestShopping Center
Dixieland Shopping Center

GO KIDS!
ils-Van-lia Is Middles at 1st Van

1 Block WestIntersection of
12th & Chestnut

Cu Cud Oa Ott Sopped!

7he Step
caeadaler
Bel-Air Shopping Center - 753-179S
Hrs. 10 til 6 Mon.-Sat. 10 t 8 hi.

"Your Zenith Dealer"
Murray, Ky.
753-2900
1914 Coldwater Rd.

J.N. Churchill
-Funeral Nome

G Complete
Glass Co.

"Four Generations of Family
Service &nee 1886" --

201 S.3rd St.

753-2411

Carroll Volkswagen
Audi

753-0180

Dixieland Center

Motor Parts
& Bearings

Hazel Hwy.

753-9909

Roberson's Nib
Burger Inn
Specialty Plate Lunches - Hickory
Pit Barbeque - Homemade Pies

753-9151

Dodge

753-0632

810 Sycamore

KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men
ONtrnerBilly Brandon. Bel-Air ShoppingCenter

753-7360

ODixieCream
e %the 1 ueel
Right 41 Home

753-1632

Clinic Pharmacy

Donuts

753-3321

00

qthe

Grtifi•Illy EPA
Avoid Costly Neg. toper.

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

5th & Walnut
753-8302

753-6034

Chestnut St.

FREE
'IF'Termi
Inspection

100 $. 13th -153-3114

Here For Your Health
Stands Toll For The Special Olympics

413 So, 4th

104 So. 5th

753-2617

Calloway County
Chiropractic Society
903 Sycamore St.

Phone
753-2414

Downtown
Square

304 Main

"Fine Home Cooking"

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

Jim Fain
Motors

MI5

753-8311

Rudy's
Restaurant
753-5005

Chestnut Street
753-2997

Wilson Woolley
Photographer

753-8850

Murray
Cablevision
Bel-Air Center

Trenholms

•

1109 Chestnut
800 Chestnut

D&W
Auto Parts
107 North 7th
753-4563

Tucker T.V.
Sales & Service

"--,

shoe
tree
Sowthsida Manor

153-8339

-74.eivreti ,4'(1!.tittqs

Wilson

11111rffifj

Insurance and Real Estate
Agency, Inc.
202 So. 4th

N

Phone Anytime - 753-3263

ErtIllt
(

813 Coldwater Rd.

753-2580

HO(

753-7921

Main at 7th St.
Jeans 'N' Things

Rickman & Norsworthy
Building Supplies

Olympic Plaza
1119 Arcadia
Murray, Ky.

Murray, Ky.

753-2339

500 S. 4th

753-6450

The

Blueberry Patch
Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

753-6175

-
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Slump-Ridden 'Breds Manage
TO Split With Arkansas State
By MIKE BRANDON
win many.
Ledger & Times Sperts Editor
About the only timely hit
Don't be surprised if you see Murray had all day Monday
one of.the following two things came inIthe first inning of the
happen:
opening game. After Terry
If pm are driving to work at Brown punched a one out
six in the morning and see_a single and -John Siemanowski
bunch _ of guys playing reached on an error, cleanup
baseball at Reagan Field or if hitter Greg Tooley drilled a
it's midnight and you see a shot over the 380 sign in dead
bunch of guys taking batting center for a three-run homer.
practice under the lights at Murray added a single run in
Stewart Stadium, think the fourth.
nothing of it.
Arkansas State scored a run
Though measures that in the third off Murray
desperately may not have to righthander Scott Durham
be taken, something is going then in the fifth, Durham was
to have to be done to make the chased from the mound as the
Murray State baseball team visitors scored four tapes.
-start hitting again:
Durhani retired the first
Arkansas State came into man then a walk, an error and
town Monday afternoon with a a single sent Durham to the
8-4 record. They should have. dugout. Bill Bradford came in
won a doubleheader, instead and walked two men and he
they left with a split and a rare' ,quickly exited. In all,
win.
Arkansas State used three
In the opening game, walks,•two errors and two hits
Arkansas State gave Murray to go ahead 5-4 in the fifth.
the winning runs in the sixth
Don Walker led off the
on a threebase error as the Murray sixth-with a single and
Thoroughbreds posted a 6-5 Bill Wagoner followed with a
win. But in the nightcap, single to put runners on at first
Murray fell 8-3, marking the 'and second.
fourth loss in - the last six TennIe CirEiii.-Rabliigames for the slumping Cetirtney buried one baek to.
'Breds.
-the mound but the Arkansas
Murray had only'II hits in State pitcher fired the ball
the two games. In fact, in their over first base and after the
last six games, the 'Breds ball caromed off the fence in
have hadjust32 hits and that's rightfield, Courtney would up
an average of less than six hits orethird with nobody out and
per game.
both men came into score.
And with less than six hits
The 'Breds did manage to
per game, you aren't going to get Courtney off third. Mike
Cathey was called out on
strikes and Bruce Austin
PoPPea into a douhloPlaY with
Courtney being tagged out at

STRAWSERRIES-This Arkansas Vete runner may have "strawberries" en his arms today but
at least his effort paid off es he slid M safely past the tip of Robin Covrtney at third base.
(ISon Moon by low ansmies)

•

.•

PERFECT BUNT-Al ivies lays down a perfect bunt here in the second game of a twinbill Monday tipsiest Arkansas State. Luigi easily outraced the throw to first base after the third
baseman muffled the chance.

NBA Playoffs To Open
Minus. Regular Officials
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports *giter The National Basketball
Association playoffs open on
schedule tonight, with 10
teams and 24 referees on the
outside looking in.
'Any team can win - it's
never been more wide open,''
said Portland Coach Jack
Ramsay, entering his seventh
olayeff innine NBA seasons.

There was no change in the
status of the referees' strike
Monday. The National Labor
Relations Board postponed
issuing its decision on the
"unfair labor practices"
charge leveled by the National
Association of Basketball
Referees against the NBA
when the union said it had
some further evidence to
present.
Thus, the 24 members ofthe
San Antonio Is at BoSton,
NABRwhowalked out on the
Detroit at Golden State and"
Chicago at Portland in final day of,the regular season
opening, games of best-of- Sunday will remain out of
three first-round Series. action tonight. The games will
Cleveland and Washington be officiated by Richie Powers
swing into action Wednesday and Earl Strom, the two nonunion members, as well as
night at Landover, Md.
officials from the NBA's
The remaining 10 teams backup pool of Eastern and
were eliminated in the 902- Western League referees and
game regular season which others who had been tried out
began back on Oct. 21. If that during the preseason.
seems like a long tune ago,
Here is a look at the four
consider this: if- each of the first-round series:
playoff series goes the
EASTERN CONFERENCE
_maximum number of games,
Boston-San Antonio
the NBA will not crown its Defending champion
champion until June 8.
Boston, which survived Dave

Tte 'Spurs, led by George
Gervin and Larry Kenon, will
try and beat the -Celtics with
quickness,
but
hardly
anyone outhustles Cowens and
John Havlicek.
Cleveland-Washington
Washington has come up
short in the playoffs the last
eight years, a dubious
distinction.
Elvin Hayes is coming off
his best season ever, but the
big difference in the Bullets is
the- speed, hustle and depth
provided by newcomers Tom
Henderson, Mitch Kupchak
and Larry Wright.
The Cavs are not healthy.

ME AMERICAN
SHORT STORY
Unforgettable works of great authors — alive on film!
•• TONIGHT •••••••
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FLANNERY O'CONNOR'S
"ME
DISPLACED PERSON"
Stranger shatters ways of the pas:

For Your

•
FEATURING

IRENE UJOR111

with John Houseman & Shirley Stoler
•
YOUR HOST: COLLEEN DEWHURST
••e•••••••
••••••••••

7:00 TONIGHT ON KET
THIS SERIES MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT FROM
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

Playmaker Jim Cleamons is
American League
EAST
out with a severely pulled
W L Pct. GB
groin muscle and Campy
Toronto
3 1 .750
Russell, Nate Thurmond, Cleve
2 1 .667 %
Elmore Smith and Bingo Milwkee
2 1 .667 %
Smith also are below par.4
N York
1 3 .250 2
Boston
0 2 .000 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE Bait
0 3 .000 2%
Detroit-Golden State
Detroit
0 4 .000 3
triEsr
-"Golden State is a playoff4 0 1.000
tested tempi': warns Detroit Texas
K.C.
4 0 1.000 —
Coach Herb Brown, noting Oakland
3 1 .750 1
that the.Warriors won the title Calif
3 3" .500 2
two years ago.
Minn
/ 2 .500 2
1 2 .333 24
In Rick Barry they have a Chicago
2 4 333 3
player capable of dominating Seattle
Mesday's Results
any playoff series. • The
Toronto 5, Detroit 3
Warriors' other forward,
Kansas City 5, New York 4,
Jamaal Wilkes, missed the 13 innings
Texas 3, Cleveland 2, 10 inlast two regular-season games
•
because of the illness of his nings
Minnesota 12, Seattle 3
infant daughter. But he
Oakland 3, California 2
rejoined the team Monday and
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games'
will play tonight.
Boston (Wise 0-0) at Chicago
Detroit needs a big series
(Brett 0-1)
from center Bob Lanier, who
Detroit (Roberts 0-1) at Tohas played only two games ronto (Singer 0-0)
Baltimore (Palmer 0-1) at
since breaking his right hand
late in the season. But they Milwaukee (Travers 0-1)
California (Rosa 0-0). at Oakwere good games, and Lanier land•(Langford
0-0)
like Barry - is capable of
Minnesota (Pazik 0-0) at
dominating a series.
Seattle (Bomb 0-1), (n)
Only games scheduled
Chicago-Portland
These are two of the NBA's
NATIONAL LEAGUE
hottest teams, Portland
EAST
having won six in a row and
W L Pct.. GB
3 0 1.000
Chicago having taken 20 of its • S Louis
2 0 1.000
last 24 games. It is a matchup Montreal
N York
2 1 .687 1
of two dominating centers - , Chicago
22.500
Portland's Bill Walton, who Phila
0 3 .000 3
0 3 1000 3
led the NBA in rebounding and Pitts
WEST
blocked shots, and Chicago's
Houston
3 1 .750
Artis Gilmore, who was fourth Los
2 2 .500
Ang
in both categories.
Atlanta
22.500
The Bulls led the league in S Diego
2 2 .500
2 3 .400 1%
defense for the third straight Cinci
1 2 .333 1%
season, allowing just 98 points S Fran
Monday's Results ...
per game. How well they can
Chicago 6, Philadelphia 2
stop Portland from running,
Houston 4, Cincinnati 3
Atlanta 7, Los Angeles 6
with Walton's crisp outlei
-Only games scheduled
passes keying the fast break,
Tuesday's Games
will go a long way toward
Montreal (HannaM 0-0) at
determining the outcome of Pittsburgh (Reuss 0-1)
the series.
St. Louis (Rasmussen 0-0) at
New York (Seaver 0-0)
Cincinnati (Zachry 0-0) at
Houston(Richard 0-0), n
San Francisco (McOlothen 00) at San Diego (Jones 0-1),(n)
Atlanta (Messersmith 0-1)_
Los Angeles(Sutton 1-0),In)
Only games scheduled

Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

ROnnie Ross
210 E_ Main
Phone 753-0489

E

Popcorn Softball
,Finals /Wednesday
The semifinals and finals of
the Murray Popcorn Bonanza
Softball Tournament, which
were rained out a week ago,
will be played Wednesday at
—
the new City Park.
The first semifinal game at
7 p. m. will find the Racer
football team playing Lambda
Chi Alpha while the second
semifinal game betiveen DAM
Auto Supply and Bynums will
begin at 8:30 p. m.
Championship play, will
begin after the conclusion of
the second game.
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TE LEvisio.

e4013E1 X132466S 1"

MODEL WYM9314PM

25" DIAGONAL,
COLOR TELEVISION
• 100% Solid-State chassis • Black
Matrix, In-Line Picture tube system
• one. Touch Color's System
• Dramatic Mediterranean cabinet
of genuine hardwood solids with
side and top panels of
woodgrain composition board and
decorative drawer panel of
simulated woodgrained molded polymers.

12P' DIAGONAL
BLACK & WHITE TELEVISION
• AC-DC play-anywhere TV • Plays •
on 12 volt battery power or regular
AC house current. (External battery
pack not included)• 100% Solid
State • High impact plastic cabinet
•• Cigarette lighter.cord And
earphone included

12495

54995

Spring Close Out On All 1977
Model GE T.Y.'s We Have A Large
Stock Of 1977 Model And They All
Must Be Moved Some At Savings
Up To 150.00 Off

MIDGET PRICED
PAIR0
8 369"
• WWII 7000P

DDE

• Heavily system traps Mal

• Seaecfien It•alna .ivne aa

• Fames •74chvatan Aviator
• Ponastara naafi Ira tap wan
Mabel.eel 1.5

• 1141•101.6/4

• Pomba, water to

3000P

.1.11111

• Saparatt Stan Sanitn
U• ftsal Sal Irina+
• Placelata enamel denten a/am

All G.E. Room'
Air Conditioners
Reduced,
Any Size B.T.U.
You Might Need
Greatly Reduced
For Early Sale
Plus Free Installing
In Normal Window

Let Murray Appliance Service
Your Air Conditioner Before Hot
Weather And Before The Rush
Service Includes New Filter, Pressure
Cleaning Of Coils, Checking Gas
And Complete Checking Over.
Only 25.00 20 Mile Limit

MURRAY n
APPLIANCE
JOHN SIMMONS — HOWARD COY - OWNERS

212 E. MAIN STREET
•

.
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2 1 0
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1 0
2 1 1
3 0 1
3 0 0
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3 0 0
2 1 2
3 1 0
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Major League
Standings

sb

SPRING
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Cowens' leave of absence and
Charlie Scott's broken arm to
reach the playoffs, is just now
beginning to put its game
together.
The Celtics swept their
season series irom San
Antonio,- the run-and-gun
outfit which led the NBA offenstvtly -.With 115 points per
game but finished last
defensively.

47.

Mike GrieShaber, who earned. Bradford worked two
pitched the final two and one- and one-third innings, giving
third innings, handcuffed up two tuns, both of which matin.d
Arkansas State during his were earned.
prowo-M
stint and earned hks third win
Terry Brown hurled 'the- aiwnanow'ski-(f
Tooley-if
in as many decisions.
final two and one-third innings niesler-auwaiker.db
In the second game, and he gave up two earned
Arkana#I3 State jumped on runs. Arkansas State, which WCalichi"ragaber-lb
dreg Cruse for four hits and outhit Murray 8-5 in the game,
amtneY
ColtheY
Totais
-c
three runs in the first inning, committed five errors;
But the 'Breda got two of the- Murray falls to 22-8 with the
Ark.St.
001
runs back in the bottom of the split.
Murray
MO
first. The. only safetie in the
Wednesday, the 'BredS host
Smandlimara
inning was an infield hit by Memphis, State to a twinbill
'Fade
Tooley. The runs Scored on with the first game set to
twe walks, an error and an begin at 1 p.m.
iAigeci
RBI groundnut.
. Mernphjs State is 21-7 going Febsel
Brown-tb,p
Arkansas State added a run into today's doubleheader Too1ey-1$
in the third to .go ahead 4E2 wittl Mississippi.
=
r4
11:
then scored two more in the
On Friday, Murray will host Courtney4b
fifth and it was all.over.
Louisville before closing the Barre"
-c
Cruse worked two and one- home season Saturday with'a Teel
voco,
third innings and gaye up four...league twinbill with Western
Ark.St.
MI
runs, three of which were Kentucky.
Murray
300

PHONE 753-1586

- y Ledger &
Murra
1
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This Good-Lady Will Treat
.ur Old Clothes Right
Yo
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Garrotes Galley

"lAny Down!,
By JOE CRUMP
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one of a dozen other misfortunes in
By M.C. Garrott
their lives. On an average day, she will
Since coming to Murray, every time
give away 30 to .35 pieces of clothing.
IA Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
we would come up with useable clothing
mon council shall be viva voce,"( voice
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
The day I visited with her, she hod
Two recent opinions handed down by
to be discarded, we would take them to
vote).
the first 30 ._ the Kentucky Attorney General's office
An
given
away
pieces
32
,
Tom Crider's Dixie Cleaners on North - minutes she was there.
REP. C. W.BILL YOUNG (Fla.)"...I Congress...,
An additional statute, KRS 85.110,
concerning city councils may be of
"Disclosure of the activities of these
3rd Street.
have introduced the Public Disclosure
provides In three places that -when
benefit of our
the
of
For
inA
kept
all
is
'careful
record
interest
here.
exand
their
income
and
There they and others would be
Lobbying Act of 1977 ... It is the °pillion groups
taking a'Vote the yeas and nays shall be
coming items and everything that is
readers, here they are:
is justified, and so are the
'Btoadus
picked up periodically' by
of a large segment of the public, that penditures
called and entered upon the journal.
0+0
whom
to
and
—
was
given
it
away
what
that their physical
Creelunur and taken to the Ozarks
lobbyists have a great deal of influence requireMents
In McQuillins Municipal Corset
cannot
councilmen
the
to
IL
monthly
went.
she
This
reports
Generally
proximity to the Members of this body,. regions of Arkansas. "Some of the
1968 Revised Volume, it
of legislation and affects their
porations,
office
take
they
after
church,
salaries
own
their
when it is in session, be limited. We • people over there can use anything you
everyday lives. People are very much
provides that whenever a vote is taken
Assembly provides
General
the
We
unless
who
mind
gets
don't
the
things,"
the
"circus - send," Mr. Creekrnur would say.
afford to continue
under the impression that as-legislatdrs cannot
on a certain proposal, resolution or
otherwise, according to the attorney's
she said, "just as long as they have
like" atmosphere that we • are
Now, Mr. Creelmiur is in ill health.
for work, a voice vote must be
t - we are "sold," figuratively speaking,
contract
have
be
We
to
office.
legitimate need (oi them.
sometimes subjected to when we enter
He slipped and fell during the winter
by those interests that can afford the
taken and recorded. In addition, it
Thomas
General
Attorney
sales,
yard
Assistant
stocking
or
careful
we'll
be
this Chamber past throngs of lobbyists
and broke a leg. Then one thing led to -and-that has happened. You can pretty
best "huckesters" to present their point
further points out that citizens of a
R. Emerson, in response to London
attempting to inform us of what we are
another until he had been in a couple of
of view.
municipality are by right, entitled to
McFadden's
Judge
Caleb
people,
though,
.
well
Police
12y
witb
tell
talking
not
doing and how we should do it. I am
veterans hospitals and t-a now at the 7- whether or not they really need
"A constituent Called me YeSterday to
clearly know the act and vote of their
cOmPensation
day
a
$25
the
on
'question
that they be "barred" from
home of a sister, Mrs. Thyra Crawford, . kind of help or are trying to get things., paid city councilmen, advised that
representatives.
• urge me to take a stand on the banning suggesting
the building, only from the doorway...
here in Murray. No one is taking the
0+0
from
of products containing saccharin
to
restriction
the
removed
had
for
86.053
a
rummage
sale."
"I am suggesting that the privileged
clothes to Arkansas now, and Tom says
pulled up to a
motorist
•
impatient
An
the public sale and asked:
requires
64.580
'KM
but
amount
.1
•
that
.
-17++++
have access to these Chambers
he can't accept them any more at his.
•If tobacco prodiets canbéiöld With few who
run-down roadside motel where the
to be
compensation
the
had
as
in
any
•
he
change
estimated
Gilbert
Mrs.
by reason of their former association
cleaning place.
owner was sitting on the porch.
a warning that they are dangerous to
We've. 'many -as 4,000 pieces of clothing on her - made not later than the first Monday in
-with it, should not be allowed to abuse
g
"How much does a night's stay at this
our health, why not also saccharin
are elected.
they
it
of
is
Some
year
the
of
May
there.
was
I
racks
when
1
a
entry
with
gaining
by
that privilege
-since 1947," he said the other day. "I'll
cosr" he asked from the car.
'pigsty
.- products?'
be
would
this
to
exception
only
by
The
.
church
the
to
given
brand
stuff,
new
"product to sell" or an "ax to grind" for_bet there_isnit_a building in Murray that
gazed for a moment at
proprietor
The
"She then answered.her awn question
compensation
no
was
there
ckal merchants after sale failed --to---where
—feSSIOfial
per-tonal-6fpro
will hold the clothes that he has picked
the motorist and his wife without an- _-.by stating:
found that
it was fod
where
or
paid
legally
stocks.
it
their
mote
from
Arkansas.„
+++
up here and taken over into
swering. Then he replied,
- 'I know, because the tobacco cornthe compensation was considered
When she is unable to move an item
CRUMP'S GRASS
"For one pig I charge $10; for two
-panies have better lobbyists than those
said.
he
it
time,
is
of
inadequate,
period
certain
a
after
ROOTS COMMENT
Having given the closets their annual
of us who need saccharin products to
pigs $15."
0+0
same
the
in
others
with
places
We quote two sections of
spring shakedown 'recently, we came
0+0
make our daily lives palatable.'
A city council of a third class city
classification in boxes and shipped to
Young's Bill: (51 A
out with two big boxes of things which 'an orphans' home at Bowling Green
''he right to petition Congress by Congressmen
Security-oriented persons who fear
the
on
vote
ballot
secret
a
take
cannot
prohibition of lobbying activity within
normally I would have left at Tom's
individuals or through professional
that their telephones are being tapped
hiring of a city administrator or any
and one in Tennessee.
50 feet of either Chamber of Congress.
place, but this time I really didn't know
lobbyists is guaranteed by the Concan find out for themselves if they're
a
to
according
baseiess,
•
city
+++++
other
engaged
Requirements for lobbyists
what to do with them. For days I hauled
stitution: however, professional lob- 17)
willing to part with $21,000.
Attorney
state
the
by
situation
opinion
a
in
yourself
recent
if
So,
find
you
ill lobbying activities within 100 feet of
them around in the back seat.
For that figure, Communication
bying organizations have become very
office.
useable
good,
General's
some
with
were
we
like
of
Chamber
either
of
entrance
any
Then someone suggested I take them
Control Systems in New York sells a
structured and organized, and there is a
in
Jr.,
Miller,
T.
Carl
neecb
longer.
Gen.
Atty.
Asst.
no
you
pieces
clothing
of
Congress while the body is in session to
to Mrs. Lillian Gilbert at the University
wiretap detector that promises not only
definite need for an accounting
response to a question by Gibson C.
and want to be sure they go to someone
wear name-tags stating in clear print__ Church of-Christ. I found her on the
procedure for those lobbyists who make
to spot bugs but allows itself complete
and
WSFC-AM
of
diieetor
to
them
news
take
Gosser,
them,
needs
who
really
their names and the organization they
second floor of what used to be the
their living trying to influence
adaptability for any future electronic
WSED-FM in Somerset, cited KRS
Mrs. Gilbert.
represent.
Lassiter Building. The church now eventuality.
get
84.00Q 16) which states that "the vote en
people
-"Shell see'that the right
Owns it and uses-tt for-Bible classes war--them_
Anyldygdii121,000 secret?,
all questions 'coming hetbre the tom
as she faithfully gives of her time
other activities.
and talents in this Christian service.
Mrs. Gilbert is a native of Graves
the
of
member
a
been
has
County, and
University_ church for 22 years. Her
husband, Haffard ( Red) Gilbert,
worked at Tappan and drove a taxi for
By The Associated Press
the late Bernie Waterfield for more
than 20 years before his.death in 1972- -Ts*darieTiteetlay, April 12, the 102nd day of 1977. There are 263 days left in the
Today, she and her daughter. Marilyn,
year.
a secretary in the office of Murray
Today's highlight in history:
Phone 753-2571
Chestnut Streei
State football coach Bill Furgerson, live
In 1961, the Soviet Union became the first nation to put a man in space.
..•ar.r.aco•
at 105 North 17th Street.
Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin made a safe landing after one orbit of the earth.
master charge
,
For more than a year now, she has
On this date:
a
come te the church each Tuesday and
In 1606, the Union Jack became the national flag of England.
and
receive
to
County,
Hanover
afternoon
in
waaborn
Clay,
Thursday
In 1777, the American statesman, Henry
issue clothing from their benevolence
Virginia.
rooms. At one time, there were eight
• In 1811, the trading post of Astoria was established at the mouth of the
.
,
apartments in the. upstairs part of the
Columbia River.
fighting-in
building, and Two of these have been
In 1916, American soldiers under General John J. Pershing
converted into their clothing center.
Mexico-against forces ledly Pancho Villa.
There are racks wall women's coats.
In 1945, President Franklin D. Roosevelt died and Harry S. Trtunan was
pant suits, blouses, men's suits,
sworn in as the 33rd President.
overcoats, shirts, children's clothes and
In 1961, President..John Kennedy pledged that U. S. armed forces would not
a room for shoes. All are good, serintervene in Cuba under any conditions to help bring about the downfall of the
'They've got to be
,
viceable items. '
Castro government.
clean and useable,” Mrs. Gilbert said.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon Johnson named a factfinding board to try to
"We don't do any repair work. We just
seek a settlement in a threatened strike against the nation's railroads.
sort them out, try to get as closely as
Five years ago: North Vietnamese forces hit the South Vietnamese city of Da
possible to the size and put them on the
Nang with rockets for the first time in a new offensive.
racks."
One year ago: A judge in San Francisco ordered Patricia Hearst to undergo
+ + +
90 days of psychiatric tests to help him decide on the sentence she should serve
Across the hall is a waiting room.
for bank robbery.
"Since I am here alone, we don't permit
Today's birthdays: Charles Schultze, chairman of the President's council of
but two people at a time in the rooms
economic advisers, is 53 years old.
with the clothing. We have had some
Thought for today: Nobody was ever meant, to remember or invent, what he
real problems when more thah that get.
did with every cent — poet Robert Frost.
in there, so we ask them to sit in the
waiting room until we have a chance to
help them."
People from all denominations come
to her for help — people who have hac14"
halted
Company
The Tappan
fires in their homes, have had illnesses.
production here yesterday because if
long periods of unemployment or an
Pictured is the first high school class
the nationwide disagreement between
on the east
School
the
at
1915
Outland
in
major truckers and the Teamsters
side of Calloway County. John Shelton
Union, according to Robert Moyer,
was the teacher.
general manager of the Tappan
Pvt. Glen H. Beach, son of Mr. and
Company, Murray.
s.0
Mrs. 011ie Beach, is now stationed with
Duncan
include
reported
Deaths
radio
a
Korea.
is
in
He
Army
Eighth
the
The gamble is awful for young
Ellis, age 82, and Edward Gore, age 50.
operator.
women looking for a husband. Those
• Cadet Sammy S. Knight, son of Mr.
Two Murray High School students
who hope for a prospective millionaire
3 Make sure it can double as a
and Mrs. Sam Knight, has been named
received superior ratings in the Kennever know whether the man will wind
for a two years ROTC scholarship at
small garden tracitor For
held
Festival
Speech
High
School
tucky
up in jail, on welfare or in politics.
Murray State University.
hauling, fertilizing
aerating,
at Lexington. They were Kay Parker in
Mrs. Elnora Greenfield Wallis
and light dozing
inin
Hallanan
and
Felicity
oratory
celebrated her 90th birthday on April 10
terpretative reading.
4 Check to see that the
at the Convalescent Division of the
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wesley Farmer
bag is mounted behind
Whom have I oppressed? or of .
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
announce the engagement and apwhose hand have I received any
the mower for easy
A local band, the Amputators,
proaching marriage of their daughter,
bribe to blind mine eves---therewitht—
composed of Randy Barnes, Steve
maneiiiierability in
Ann, to Dan Wendel Cain, son
Claudia
Shapla,
I Samuel 12:3.
Rocky
Cavitt, Mark Johnson,
spots
tight
of Mr. and Mrs.0. L. Cain, Jr.
Elected officials can point with
and Don Lovett from the University
it
I
sure
Make
95.
at
advertised
is
coffee
Folger's
pride to years of service in which
High School, presented the program at
cents per pound in the ad for Swann's 'there4as no cheating.
has vacuum
the Ladies Night held by the Civitan
1
Market this week.
action. To clean
Club at the Triangle Inn. - your lawn as
linismanme
1111=11=14

=- -

TocThy In Histor

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

HOW TO
Ulfit LAVIN
MO ER.'

10 Years Ago 20 Years Ago

Isn't It
The Truth

-

Bible Thought

E.

it mows and to
pick up leaves, twigs
and.other light litter
in the fall.

Let's Stay Well

Will Small Meals Shrink Stomach.
Bs F' J 1. Blasmgame M D
Q: Ms. B.0 has been told that
eating small meals over a long
period ot time will- allow her
stomach to grow smaller and
keep her appetite down in the
future- She wonders if this is
true.
A: The stomach accommodates its size quite readily to food
that is swallowed, and no evidence exi.sts that small feedings
result in any change in the physical size of the stomach.
The adjuttment of your

stomach and your appetite is
more a mental one and is related to your eating habits. Your
weight is related tothe amain of
calories you consume, the surrounding temperature(heat lossi
and exercise.
Experience favors small
meals, eaten slowly. as a means
of controlling weight A satisfied
feeling will come with less food if
more time Ls taken in eating
deliberately small bites and
chewing them thoroughly

2. Check for an optional 6-bushel
grass bag that needs emptying
less often
Blasmgarne
Weighted load carrier must be used on slopes

Sex and Teenagers
Q: Ms. Y.D wants to know if ant
active sex life is more normal
and natural for a teen-ager than
no sex.
A: While an active sex life for
a teen-ager may be considered
hs someas more natural, it is not
healthier and is potentia) dangerous because of venereal disease. untimely pregnancies in
young girls, and asociated emotional disturbances Aiso. often _a

lack of self-discipline accompanies youthful sex_ as well as an
inadequate respect for self and
the rights of others_
Sex requires a sensc of responsibility and is appropriately part
of love that gains value With
maturity
Many teen-agers live health%
full and useful lives without
sexual experiences, wisely defer
ring them until a later season in
life

gig"

II.U.OL.JA

5. Now, if it has _
everything we've
mentioned so far,
buy it It's a
Snapper.

frAMPIEt

All Snapper mowers meet A.N.S.I. safety specifications.
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Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

OPEN
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Daily
1 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sundays

Prices Good thru Sat. April 16

,

Electrical -

-

with FREE Good News Razor

Miller
79' Valise

Anchor
100 Count

S995 Value

Rubbermai
Waste Baskets
Laundry Baskets
53.99 Value
-Half Price

Handscraft

Vaporizer
$2488
Value

MO
.

Special

om.•
• me
mI•
NO•=I MI•••• •••MM .1=•Imi• so
MP•IM• •M•O. In..MD Or MI

•OIS •IM.••••
MO•MD OD•OM ••

•mr

Mi•IIM

•=.

OW•0111 MM•OM

OD•OM

•OM

Paper
Plates

TIMES, Taesday, AO 12, 1177
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1411b.

II

II
is;
II

-wow-

_4005.4air

0^
0
*

:

Schick
Adjustable
Injector
Razor

Schick
Super II
Razor
Say-Rite's
Low Price

III

.$2.95 VALUE

'I
II
i

$178

196

I'
S.

!I
I,

SAVE $1.54

$3.50 VALUE

I'
Ill

ii
!I!
III

if,•°"

"-A1Lri.
-71,

!I!

•

III
III
PU

Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Daily
SAVE$1.17

Ph: 753-8304

.1

Bel-Air Shopping
Center

14 &Indy
"

Eveready
-Flashlight
Batteries

••..r19111.

nt
'efferde
•

Prell Shampoo
Listerine
e
Antiseptic Efferdent Conce7ntrat
Price
oz.
32 oz.
re
41
1
'
Dentu
VALUE
$3.07
$3.01 VALUE
Cleanser
Radio
k
Too
til
•FM/A
*
Sav-Rites $
$1.59
W

=1

-

LoW Price
'

SAVE $1.13

88

1/2

58

'

$2.59VALUE;
-Sav-Riters
Low Price
SAVE $1.01

!I!
III

DISH1111 DREG (EITERS

SIZE D

Schick
Super II
Cartridges
9's

slikr.11

II

•' ••
• ••
Oaf II
I I I

VALUE
SAVE609T

_ aSslitSlatticsiIn
or Freel-Fired dyeasic weer *

SAVE $1.49

.m41 momaiic tfissnev mini AK
*Wired rotary hminy
*Visual FS AM Mod ilk aof
elleih-ie AM /TM deem
*Wilma vein Nese on poiystlreoe

d
t
Guar
'Righ
d
Guar
Right
am
Bals
k
!Wel
Wella Balsam
Dry
Conditioner .4,'4' Shampoo :aeiglor Double Protection Super
8 oz.
Deodorant_
•
irant
Persp
Regular
Anti$1
VALUE
I $2.25
Or

II
III

$ 13.88

ShaMra

!I!
Ph
III

hi

!I!
III

!I!
III

!I!
II

5 oz.

'I
!!
II
I'

VALUE$1.15
_SAVE.57'

10's
$1.95 VALUE Say-Rite's
Save 96' Low Price

!!
II

C.
41
04
411:

4-;

II

•

'I
I

'I

BUDINEiSER-

Unique "Con" Design
AM Radio
-.
Rae goalny AM radio, Witt for foe lad
good Betenino- at hese, beach, picaic,

II

no

II
!!

noise,anywhere. Tub.."can Wog!
_
*2t4" drank speaker win mad
grille. •Thenob wheel twin sad velem*
cosarel ea side of "can." *lbw/
petysiyreae case with seetallzed label.
•Beilt-ie

ferrite

rod

•nnnnna.

$19.95 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Bridge

!I!
UI

bi
!!!
III
II

ki
?!
UI
III

ki

Perfect for Me freovenr user;
Designed ro coniroi
long or Kik* hoer.

ai

• Rid, hoodsorne
sable brown ood gold
• 1500 WOr13
of drying power.
• U.L. listed
• mode in 1.1 S.A

!I!
!I!

From Our Everyday
Low Discount Price

•
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Say-Rite's
Low Price

2

Monet

Charms & Earrings

75%

- $1859

• 1200 warn
• CJessiC leery and 40ed
0,1orS match any decor
•:-(1.1., hoed '
. a Mode ,r1 U.S.A.

••
•
00000• ••••
•• • •
• ••
•
•
•
•
• ••

•

staying drier
is nicer with
TICKLE a Tittle

$36.98 VALUE
•

SCHICK
INCORPORATED

Transparent Tape

Extra Large
$3.49 VALUE

!I!
III
III

6
41

P!
III

„
.
"
41

1/2 x 800 in.
2 Roll Pack
$1.76 Value

99

nl

-‘9

.cts
NSILle
err

Price

..
'414116-Z-40aw

. ,, 44

11111it
....__ vIe.,::411111
4. f
"r

li,...;,.....2,...;„....4,00.4.......--,--- .......

111111411111.111
:
_2:"
1111
:
7106•..1.118.11.116`411ft•ILIN\ZNIIII:1101m.""ek&

•......:-.--_

39

Pretty Print
Ironing Pad,
St
Cover
../V
;
1 Ih116,
I,
0
.
1
•g%
.
,
..iiiiii•iiii

SAVE 77'

!I!

1

Say-Rite's
Low Price

BRAND

III

All
Fragrances

TICKLE

Sc ft

III
111I
-

•".*
•••

•
•
••••
• •
•ei
• ••
••• • •
• I.
•• • • •
• ••
• • •••• • •••••••••
ROLLON ANTI-PERSPIRANT DEODORANT

' INCORPORATE

!I!

Off Retail price

2 oz.
$2.39 VALUE

" dryer 'hers
The fame,
1•9hreeirept yet dime*,

SCHICK

!
111
.

Low Price

The'SChick
Pro Jet 1200

Fosr dry.ng for peopie.
on rho go°A.:I:M./Vance won t Slow
YOu down tether.
• 1000 wetrs
• Bnotif. colartte
'fallow and jol,nal
• ..I L. dfired
•...mode ,n U.S A.

" RATE
;1"..1(_."1:: HP,

.1 ,1161
•#

Price

$32.98 VALUE

The Schick
Pro Jet - 1000

SCHICK'

$561

3.60'.
Spray Cologne

$6.88 to $29.88 VALUES

$15"

$40.98 VALUE

mior
Nrov "-

•

By
Prince Matchabelli

Weighs only 15 ounces,
Weighs only 15 ounces, yet delivers 1200'watts
yet delivers 1000 watts
of drying power.
of drying power.
Say-Rite's

s2

The Schick
Pro Jet 1500

48111117.1116.

lox. Tube
$2.99 VALUE
SAVEE $1.11

House of Rand

Malt Balls, Bridge Mix,
Mints, Stars...

SAVE $9.96

!I!
PI

Itrafi•

vrAr lager

4

1/2 Price

All

$999

Weighs only 151/2 ounces,
yet delivers 1500 watts
of drying power.

88

All Sizes, All Shapes
From The

III
Ill
III

Sun Glasses

SAVE 86'

• Lamp
Bonanza

•Aretessatic whine centre'. *Battery
weer skean. *Sok ems design.
*Operates ei 1-volt hattory (ischmles1).

II

War-

Windsong

:Mr.:,
c im•
40
•
ese,„

Brach's
Assorted
Chocolate
Candies

Ladies & Men's

28 $1 28

Lotion
11 oz.
$2.99 VALUE

7-2792
Pd792)

25' Off Label
8 oz.
$2.14 VALUE

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

At
4 it
3/44. "
•‘..i';'<vp
4pcii
040,
4fr,"
rip
•
ve
e,
.w•
•• qpi\
•

II

!I,

25' Off Label
RIGHT Regular
or
GUARD
Unscented
1
et
tts*pea.
8 oz.
uedadies
.inandfdre free
$2.14 VALUE SAVE 86'

12-440Ufi

Ul

'I
!I!

SAVE 97'

Colgate_
Toothpaste

1-4Contac Cold
NTA Capsules

III

28

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Extra Body
8 oz.
$1.65 VALUE
Sav-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE661--
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31Limeixamsuzwix

1 Lega! Notice

1 Legal Notice

Notice Of Public Hearing
Relating To
Water Kos lacrosse
The Murray No. 3 WateruDistrict of Calloway
County, Kentucky, hereby gives public notice that
there will be a hearing before the Public Service
Commission in the Commission's offices in Frank- .
fart, Kentucky, on the 26th day of April 1977 at 3:00
p.m-. EDT, at which the Water District wilrrequest • •
perniksion to raise its rates asfollows:
l'er Mouth
st 1.500 arils '
NiAt 3.500 gars
Next 5.0110 gala Next 10.000 gals
Next 30.000 gals
Next 50.000 gals
1l1 ref:100,000 gals
•
•

Frew Eill5t0n5 Kates
$4 50 I MIIIIMUM I
2.50 per 1,000 gals.
1.00 per 1,000gain.
115 per 1,000 gals
70 per 1,000 gallons
55 per 1.000 gals
40 per 1,000 gols.

2 Notice

2 Notice

NOTICE
OF
. ABVERTISING
UNITED STATES
DEIDLINES
MARSHAL'S SALE
of
i All display ads,
virtue
By
_classified displays
judgment and crder of
and regular disolay,
sale dated March 23,
must be submitted
1977 direeted to me
by 12 noon, the day
and 'issued from the
before publication.
LiTfice-of Lhe Clerk of
All
reader
the United States
_ classifieds must be
District Court for the
'submitted by 12 noon
Western District of
the day
before
Kentucky, Paducah
publication.
Division, in the action
of United States .. of
America, Plaintiff vs
COLOR PORTRAITS,
Charles E. Stanley, et
bring us yours for extra
al, Defendant, Civil
copies. Made from any
Action 76-0114-P(A) on
size Into any size.
May 17, 1977 at tht
Wallets low as 24cents,8
hour of 11:00 a.m. at
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
the Calloway County
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking - Courthouse ,Door
Calloway.
Murray,
lot, use eel,Jeer en-_
County, Kentucky, I
will sell to the highest
=1S-4-- OPRYLAND---wst -udder The
OPENING. Go with us
following Real Estate.
Saturday, April 30. For
Property located at St.
reservations or further
No. 2, Hazel, Calloway
informaq call Ruth
County, Ky. and more
BlacIrwOod, Sour
particularly described
Representative, 753-3934
as follows:'BEING a
or 753-2827.
part of Lot A and Lot B
as shown by plat of the
KY. LAKE MUSIC
Neely and Wilson ExBARN, New Concord,
tension of the City of
Ky. Weekend activities.
Hazel, recorded on
Square dance every
January 16, 1946, in
pin.
8:00
Friday
Deed Book 81, page
Country Music Show
127, in Calloway Counevery Saturday, 8:00
ty Clerk's office. And
pin. Special drawings.
further described by

To Propoud
0.75 minitcy.gni
3 75 per 1.000 gals
L00per 1,000 gals.
j
1 25 per 1,000 gals
1 05 per 1.000 gals. •
0 SO per 1,000 gals
0.60 per 1,000 gaLs

Any person feeling himself aggrieved by said
water rate increase is afforded thejegal
proposed
_
right to appear at the public hearing and enter a
protest before the Public Service Commission of
•
Kentucky.
By The Commission Of Murray No. 3
Water District,
Calloway County, Kentucky

MONEY

-

STRETCHER

ANT AO
PHONE
753-1916
S.

IT CERTAINLY 15

IT KEEPS IOU FROM
&WIN& IN-TO 114IN65!

s,‘14

BZZZ - BZZZ
BZZZ -BZZZ

YOU KNOW
THAT PLANT

N ANC:Y.-WHY
ARE YOU
WHISPERING ?

TALK TO?

*077 4J/.44111 E1144141 Sy111..ate

ere

TqAT
esZEEN 57:1FF
7.01.1'RE
PtirriNe•
ON -ri4
FOOD;

nC

C40-1rZNI+51ini&,
IT .11.15T MAKE5
-r•4E FOOD
LOCK SETTER

THE FIRES THAT FLAME
'IN ZAAL MUST NEVER
DIE-OR OUR
K I NGC>OM
DIES! ZAAL

"IN me
, EAFTERN PARK ,
THEY BELJEVE0
THIS..."

I

11111111111111111

notice

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Call 753-9104 days, 753-1551
nights.

commencing at Edward Graves Russell'
Southwest corner,run•
ning thence West
FLEA MARKET Craft-'
niaety-live (95) 'Feet
sman Fair and Antique
with Gilbert Street ExShow. Held April 16 and
tended to_ a stake;
17. On MSU Campus
thence North one hunbetween Payne' and
dred fifty (150) feet to
Chestnut Street. For
the center of an alley;
reservations
table
thence East- isinetycontact Kevin teary at
five (15) feet to Ed753-9135.fost•of 1 booth. _
ward Graves Russell's
is $10 for 2 days.
North west corner;
thence South one hundred fifty (150) feet
with Edward Graves
Special 10% Off
Russell's line to beginCorner.
ning
Wood
E.
CHARLES
Items
STANLEY ANT) LINin the
DA G. STANLEY obKOuntry Kitchen
tained to the above
Mill II. 1577
described property by
deed from Jerry M.
Stork's Hardware
- Jones, et u,-dated the
12th & Poplar
4th day of May, 1972
'Our 30th Near"
SUILLotrecord in Book
151, Cabinet 1, Drawer
3, Card 210, in the ofSPECIAL THIS WEEK.
fice of the Clerk of the
HO model trains 20 per
County
Calloway
cent off. Murray Paint
Court.
' and Hobby Center, 614
The above described
South 4th.
is being sold to satisfy
. the following lien
WHAT WE DO best-is
$12,853.98, plus accare. Needline, 753-6333.
crued interest in the
amount of $624.37 as of
L.W. (DUB). LYONS
September 1, 1976,
no longer with Earth
am
inplus' additional
Movers. Call 474-2264.
terest at the daily rate
of $4.5531 on the tar
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
-paid principal from
-you know him? May I
" September 1,1970.
have the honor of in-'
TERMS OFSALE
troducmg you and exThe Real Estate will
plaining his plan for you
be sold to the highest
here an _earth? Call 753and best bidder at the .
0984. Please do not delay.
place and time above
mentioned for cash or
1111=111._
upon credit of 30 days,
with 15 per cent of said
WANTED A highlk expurchase price being
perienced remodeling
in cash on the date of
carpenter. Apply Roy •
sale and a bond for the
Harmons Carpenter
balance of said per-- _
-Shop.
chase price shall be _
executed by tbe. purII TOOK OVIII "ROSS"! Aram
chaser with approved
Distributor for hall Menially
payable
made
surety,
Booming
Maps.
10011
to the United States
lesiesssl 150% Profit! Service -Cai utak accts. lid
- Marshal for -the
%Msg. laurtaisat $2,500 to
Western District of
$12,5110 severed. Mad ems,
Kentucky. The puraddress, Muse & 3 reform&
real
said
of
chaser
cu 0. Piersomool Mgr., Knitestate is given the
CO, 342$ Montclair Rd.,
right to pay in full the
rhea., Al. 35213 or cal
amount of the purcollect(205)8704221.
chase bond and the interest that has eel
WANTED SOMEONE to
crued_thereon from;
break garden. Call 753the date of executiun
7207.
to the date of confirmation of the sale.
The real estate shall
$25.00 PER hundred
stuffing envelopes. Send
be sold free and clear
self-addressed, slantRed
of any and all liens and
encumbrances, except
envelope. TK ENfor restrictions and
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
easements of record
Denver, Co. 80221.
and any state, county,
or school ad valorem
FIVE GIRLS needed for
taxes which may be
telephone sales. Call 753due and payable at the
3361 ask for Freddie.
time of sale, and all
subsequent years. The
rights of all parties
shall attach to the
proceeds of the sale of
the real property in
the same manner and
with the same effect as
SALES - The Best
they attach to the
Paying Hard Work
property prior to the
There Is! Are you insale.
If so, and
terested?
Gilbert E.Bryant
you have an emUnited States Marshal for the
Western Disbict of Kentucky
ployment record of
204 Federal Building
or have
achievement
40202
Kentucky
Louisville,
been self employed,
we'll train you in our
business and pay a
draw during training.
CYPRESS SPRINGS
_This is not a (Fly-ByRestaurant overlooking
Night) offer, we ate an
beautiful Ky. Lake. To
established leader in
open everyday except
the Industrial
Monday for your dining
Chemical Field.
pleasure. Call 436-5496.

Sales.,
Trainee

FUEL FOR THAT
FIRE WAS HUMAN
SACRIFICES...
ZAAL NEVER
HAD ENOUGH!

MORE,,

Join our (Expansion
Program) send us
a resume:

4

Check
Your_
I•

••••

DELTA
FOR MMOST
CHEMICAL
P.O. Box 30310

*

r
40

-

•-•
•

0
-4

r:e ••••
"

EN'T 5HOVV
LjP AN,HUN 2

'A-, GOtil_DNT
SLEEP, E3UTN.:_,Th 5ENSE
7-ELLIN',YAMMY

r

y7--- NOPE

ort
Adv•rtisors
t 0huk the
;
roguesti
ads fair
first ins i
Thiscorr•ct n
newspaper will be
rosponsiblo for only
one Incorrect insortionO
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-.
CY. SO. PLEASE CHECK,

YOUR AO CAREFuttr.;
AND NOTIFY US PROMY IM .CASE OF,AN ERROR.

71.

r• •

•

•

.0

Memphis, Tenn. 38130
rol Equal Opportunit!, Employer1

ADDITIONAL HELP
needed at' Jerry's
Refinishing and Custom
Built Furniture. Apply
in person, for appointment call 492-8837.
A

WANTED
SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to.make 'good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

b mop Wantecl

WANTED
Sales LadyDowntown Store.
Send resume to

P. 0. Box
32F

HELP WANTED - day or
evening part time phone
sales work.'Light office
or delivery. Must have
car. Call 753-1387.
SALESPERSON - full and
'part time for Ladies
Specialty Store. Must be
experienced. Good
working
conditions.'
Excellent salary.' Apply
Behr's. Central Shop-ping Center,Murray.
$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
BABYSITIER FROM 2
p. m. to /0 p. m. Must
live in or near Murray.
Call 153-8057.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter for infant.
Transportation
and
references required.
tall 753-5005from1la

15. Articles for Sale
BLACK si DECKER skill
saw. 7'.4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
m.
MAKE BEATEN dovitf
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K, •
Bel Aire Shopping'
Center.

'
6

PC
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1". and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Murray lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.

*
Mann* 20%
TheIn Jeans
Youth Shop

ti

ft;

33'
7E
or

504 Mato
*

*

-LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'3E26', in good_ condition- Price $35. Call
7534564.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126or 435-4263. •

P:
5
BR
Al
12
ri
75
14

18
tr

16 Home Furnishings
FOR SALE - Maytag
portable washer and
dryer. Used about
months.$250,00 for-both.
With stand. Does not
need special hookup. If
interested call 753-7694
after 1 p.m.

$4
al

CONTACT WEST KY
Grain Handling
•
134-21211-nt
345-2633 for Farm Fan
HELP WANTED. Apply
- in person. The- Rib - - *Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain, Bins,
• Shack, 901 Coldwater
also your Read Bin'and
Road.
long bin. Early season,
;
on Baughman during
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
blarch.
SPARETIME: -Un- -*
believably, excitingly.
HOUSEHOLD FURselfSend
easy!
NITURE. HarveSt gold addressed and stamped
washer and dryer and
envelope to Box 1824,
mese. items. Call 436Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

5482..

TWO WHEEL Bench
Grinder. Phone 753-1872.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
'Call 627-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN argl
'
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
NEW NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional relic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
AIR CONDITIONER, 220
volt, 16500 BTU, Very
good condition. Only
$125.00. Call 753-2365.
NEW
ALMOST
check
paymaster
writer, $35.00 Call 7533534.

-°-.

MAYTAG AUTOMATIC
washer. A-1. Call 7533811.
./NE COUCH and chair,
in excellent condition.
One kitchen table and 4
chairs, good condition.
Call 4354521.
.30" KENMORE range,
continuous cleaning
oven,9 mos. old, $175.00.
- Also 6 foot red vinyl sofa
and matching white
vinyl chair. Call 7539501.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. COB
- 753-0359, Mike'hitcher*.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
19 Farm Equipment

NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-4444865,
Paducah, Ky.

PLATE GLASS Store
Display easel, ft. long,
35 in. high, 18 in. deep. 3
rear -doors, lights. Call
753-1836.

FOR SALE - 8-n Ford
tractor w-disc,
cultivator and bush hog.
Also 2 row cultivator
and roto tiller. Phone
247-5586.

SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

PASTURE FOR rent.
Also Pea Fowl for salt.
Call 474-2297 after 6 p.
m.

SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,6 ft. step,$14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

108 FORD TRACTOR.
- Call 753-4936.

40" ELECTRIC RANGE,
needs minor repairs.
One pair of registered
treeing Walker pups and
2 -Coon dogs. Call 4742361.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
Needle model 500 $59.95. Wallin Hardware. Paris, Tenn.
THOUSANDS, USED
paperbacks. '4 price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
8011 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.

PASTURE LAND for
lease, 4 years, apprOit.
10 acres with spring fed
pond. Call 436-5482.
RUBBER TIRE wagon,
$60.00. Phone 753-7777.
20. Sports Equipment
STERLING 380 double
. action automatic. good
condition. Call 753434.
W HOUSEBOAT, steel
pontoons, sleeps 6, volvo '
I-0. Call 247,3267.
14FT.CHEROKEE boat,.
1
35 h.p. Evinrude motor.
Call 753-7948.

IT

-

ora•
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Xa;Adaba.
20 Sports Equipment

21 Mobile Home Sales

6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,.. 12 ;58 NEW .5100N, 3
- nga in
-Perfect con- - Tie dr ocoi
liltpriced. See at Riviera
dition.3Call 4364870.
Cts. or call 753-3280.
•I1 •
FOR
SALE: '14'
CHEROKEE bottom FISHERMAN'S
. boat, 20 horse Johnson, -FARMHSE - AO,Oa
Sunset Court in Pine
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
Bluff Shores, Ky. Lake.
trolling motor 36" shaft,
50' x 100' each and
Die-Hard battery, the
trailer with itving room,
Complete crappie
fishing rig, Call 753-8351. • bedroom attached, all
under same roef. Ideal
for Au/tuner-living,or a
33' HOUSEBOAT, $5700.
weekend hideaway.
Call 753-8056.
Price, $5,250. Call 7534449 after 5p.m.'PENT,8 x 10, SLEEPS 4,
one year old, used twice.
Excellent condition. 1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. 24' x 48'.
Packing bags included
-Thtee 'bedroofh, bath-*Alteall-7534145-after
andli.Call 7534435. .„. _

34 Houses For Rent

UNFURNISHED
HOUSE. Retired'• or working family, no pets.
Rent $125. Deposit,
$50.00,
,Call 753-6354.

'11"31.111 1E

3°

19 Used Cars & Trucks

43 Real Estate

1975, EXTRA SHARP
Malabo Chevelle, air
*conditioning, power
steering and. brakes,
44000 actual miles. Call
753-7645.

TWO ACRES OF land
eaSt Ahno on blacktop
.
il'ad•

QUIET.. COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
_
,
_
Manorr A *Whets* 3
four
LEASE
FOR
bedroom ranch home-on
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
large- lot. Has elettric
home with double
baseboard heat-carpet,
nicely
garage,
nii;ti kitchen and family
decorated in Farroom, refrigerator and
Leasemington.
built-in range. Paved
option
purchase
driveway and paved
available. Call 345-2745.
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
36 For Rent Or Lease
reasonitfre price.
FOR RENT OR LEA4, $29,500.'Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
retail store building
smith side &int square Syeadiore, 753-7224.
sq. ft.
ayfie
_eon Doi' . Boyd,_1247_

CAUTION 1971 GREMLIN 6
$395. 14 ft. Jon MARINE. • cylinder,
boat and trailer,.$175.00.
Trolling motor, $25. Call
COMSAT 489-3595.
TRAINING
'ZONE
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 64 Must sell.

51. Services Offered

51 Services Oite,ed
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. _Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

il/f eat b051161 FIRST ClAIS
PON PIUS

FREE,

Arlo

•

PROCESSING Of

Kodak
KODACOLOR FILM

white
DRIVEWAYS
lime
we
Saud
reeked.
hauled. Card-aft BoeY•
753-8881.

20 EXP.

12 EXP.

ONLY

ONLY

$2
"

CuSTOm-BIY bailing
and "edam combining.
•Call 753-8090.

$3"

20 BILLFOLD SIZE $4
FROM lOalt
NEGATIVE OR PICILIRE
NAIL NUR FILM 10 US 10041

JET FILM SERVICE

WET BASEMENT? We
PC POI NUM
UNt0111 CI!! WIN Mal
make wet basements
WHITES CAMPER
dry,work complelely
*
GLASS REPAIR and
SALES located 4 miles - -guaranioad.R-Call-,- orreplacement for homes East of Murrayon -write Morgan ConImaore Svnbrrete rr
„c
autos - stores. M-and G
94 toward Kall- _ stragtion Co., Romig _
conCompTete -Glass,
Lake. Authorized Fan
Box 409 A. Paducah Ky.
Mg CRITERION 12'x 70,
BROWNINa
*Building - No.
5,
MA1?•El_,WHal I --and Stdr-Craft dealer. • 42001: Phone 4a or
- 14-CIVIL.IA4
rciom house,-pito
1187'41
Wri"
TWC""
3 bedrotim, bath and
AUTOMATIC shotgun,
Dixieland
Shopping
cainpers.
used
Clean
41
night
442-7026.
HAR&EV.
x 60 trailer and Torte WAS 1N VOU BTP I C
half. .Unfurnished. Call FOR LEASE -12 guage modified, vent
Center. Phone 753-0180.
Open 7 days per week.
492-8746
305 N. 4th. Call
60
on
20
x
753-64Z.
firm.
Call
rib, $185.00
nate
Call
753-0605.
7534881.
753-2811.
ids.
47. Motorcycles
KEMN-ORMAN
ILL, 4900 sq,.,ft home_ 7:
CARPET CLEANING
7- -ONE -YEA& -OLD, 2
Mr TRAILER. camper. --MERZELL-Serviee-and11111111111111111
.10(.1404,
OD
9
-LBWexperienced, very
Supplies
heat
Livestocii
Central
.37.
- Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
14' PULAR KKArliR5a,----bedrecanPlumbing .repair.
,
reasonable rates,
Pallier
will
._.W09.04_19tacre
18 h. p. Evinrude motor,, and. air on HzElectric, Heating • consider trade for house -SMALL FARM. 9 acres 1973 KAWASKI 5011, 3
references, free
trailer, trolling motor, ...wooded lot: Conrad
REGISTERED ANGUS
Errellent
cylinder.
Cooling. - Electric ' estimates. Quick drying.
fenced located on. North
in Canterbury.72)Small
51 Services Ottered
Heights Slibdieision.
aytag
bull. Service age, extra
Lawrence depth finder,
5
side of Calloway County.
condition. Phone-753seiverooter.
Call 436ottae
located
on
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
For sale like paying
,c,eu 7$1.7648
and
$4875.00.
nice. W-nrian_ PowelL
anY- 5892 or after 5 p. m. 753- -2490.
This -land was
refiuteme533745,
5
e , -2- bedroonts,
Rd 5 _
lterp.UL
Benton, Ky. 354-8382.
Rolbeans last year, it also
white
outside storage ... less'
-- DRIVEWAYS
_ . has good building site -- ELECTRICAL -WIRING: - rocked and graded. Free
415,000.
Call
than
19'74
MOBILE
HOME,
12
s not
Pets
Suppl.es
38
1% H.P. Johnson for sail
Cleanest, most efand on blacktop road. YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
home and industrial,air
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
estimates. Clifford
x 65, 3 bedroom, 1%
up. If
ficient work available.
boat, practically new.
Price $850 per acre.
.s.qnditioning, and_
Motorcycle trailer. 197:
753-1492.
Garrison. Call 753-5429
bath..ges .beet and. gas
3-7694
Heavy duty trolling
AKe - DOBERMAN_ - refrigeration, beating.
Fulton Young RenkY 406- Hon& MO- four- isith Free Estimate
after 4 P. m.
cooking
stove
furnished,
motor. 34h.p...Evinru4e:
Sopth 4th, 753.-7333,
Call 474-8841. -7_PUPPlen•
windjammer. Cog -753---- 4164595
-ROLLING
ACISNES
13,500.00. Call Teddy'
4
Call 7534127.
home 753-4946.
blood lines. Show dog
2226
SUBDIVISION on HighFOR A FREE estimate
Rogers 345-2277.
qualities. Call 753-4183
way 280 just off 94 East.
PAINTING interior and DOZER, LOADER,
22 Musical
on all stump removal
Truols
&
49
Used
Cars
ling
after 5 P.m.:,
Two, bedcerun trailer, 49-Aciti.-FARA4-witn
Comniercial'or: backhoe work, Lirading,'
Contact K and S Stumpventral gas heat, air
hauling, and _bush•
bedroom house-. Call 489- J972 TOYOTA CORONA.
UPRIGHT PIANO, exresidential• Also drywall
Removal, 435-4343 or
Fan •
rinipi
BLOODED
LL
emety
F
condti wrung. Comelectric beat and
heolek
free
free
3300 or 753-71011 after 6 p.
cellent playing canAir condition. New tires.
253-94K
ro•-•
esJ
, Seven -TrIt3TOY turntsned iñ
• 112041 airliest -ork=e. 'estimate. Plione4•A&Ins-'- estimates. ti11436-218t
tor
sild.uu:iniv32.
m.
air- 28' x 32 heated
_
Bins,
weeks old. $40. Call 489eluding washer and
••••• .
• --Three rail motortyete-- Psi*ing 4374534. workshop: New 4" deep
,
ancl
•••
PAINTING interior and
2321 or 489-I392.
On large lot, 100'
trailer, with 12" wh71:.
PIANOS
CONRAD
S
well. Water pipe to all 8 '
eason*
exterior. Texture ceiling
All
for
$7.500.
Call
200'.
x
$140. Call 1-354-8661 a
MOBILE HOME 'ANOrgans, Kimball- and • acres. All -within
• -or come'by 103 '$.:-12th. 29 ACRE-FARM located
sheetrock finishing.
dring
•
and
Mrs
'
ESTER
E‘LY
A
K
C
R
EG
mbar •••••-it-powier aethed •
CHORS, jindeTinnine,
off.Highway 94 East.
• -Baldsitin, Lowery-Story
old. Beautiful location.
Ralph Worley,
-Cali
.
.
_
'awl
-Magi,
and
roofs
Wbed
after
ENEMY0708,
pups. Black and rut.
ESTATE, 753-8080
- selectron_n Western
• wire fence with steel 1966 DODGE PICKUP 4 sealed. Cali Jack
it bound portable Omer
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
Call
753lvyse toes III
each-.
$125.00
Call.753-1442
truck.
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
Kentucky, 753-1424,
post. Call"- for more
LICENSED
-6189.
EFFECTIVELY014171
or weekends.
-1
-blyrnitic
details. Fulton YoungCleans, news and racuu
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRICIA Pr Pt
Wilson
out beep down chn and
1971 CHEVY Impala
, Ky.
Realty, 753-7333, home
onmi u‘ I single SIV099
ficient-ervice. NO job
4.167
Custom, 2 dr. h. t., 350
r_wir_
753-4946.
- lom
E ii0
Ell66cu
,:or., COCKER SPANIEL
inammut
rwir_
efm
.insurance and Real
too mu& Call_Ernest
ECONOMICALLYbleede,
one
pupptcl.
Olie
c
oe
L.
WI
,
ir
.lai
,
kW
WIMP
cisans the eat
White, 753-0605.
--..•...
Inc.
Agency,
Estate
protessoonals do-rat
black, $75.00 each. Call
power and air. $1050.00.
rpinned,
0st
ditioner,
I traction on the f.0
Syetpire.
Drink
75q.459k
SALE - TILLERS chain'-furnished
ATIC
16. Homes For Sale
202 Sorth 41h Street
- Phone-1454-4M
00 PER 11000)
N.L.
AERIAL
APPLICAION
Rowland
Phone 753-326.3
drive with. B and S
153::
or 753-0839. "--. ''' Refrigeration Sales
- Fertilizing, seeding,
engines. 3 h.P.,$179.95.'5
THREE GOOD 'hound ,e
1968 CAMARO needs
Sr Sfrvice
FOR_SALE BY OWNER:
herbicicle_s and _
bet_
767,2512
h.p. $199.95. Wallin
white
'
Call
Black
and
-dogs.
ATTRACTIVE
•
work.
M-meSonmannirsi-ifilsa.
c-k
'
TWO BEDROOM Mob
bedroom -bri
pestieides.
Betties Ag.Wee
eliair,
Hardware,Paris.
_
re. Ready for
BUILDING SITE
w n 5 andip,..m.
- - •'' . _Rome_ iut Lakefront lot t mixture
Ttsrlire. Call 489-211-4 or
1
61
-wooded
10t
h°Me
"
----faY
earPett413-teZi
7
1
1.51
trainingshores.
KE miatim i-- in -pine Bluff
carport and utility FORD COURIER - 1975.
901-642-0712.
SAL
-E
-:S1410
and 4
_ by Sears save on these
adjacent
Oaks
CnI1 436_Reasonable ,
room. Large storage
_
_battery operated by
-51)00 miles. 414 N. 8th , high heat and eseling
Club- Ap-„Rag km mho sitpo *ay building -and leaced
2211
Water-Pik. $29.95.
or.
between-54-p-,
_bills. Call Doug Taylor- ELEcTROLUXX" SALES
_
proxistiate,ly 240.L 300'
on
backyard
Located
and
service._bill
Tony
...
.
Sol-Air DOCK Store
- 'Wallin Hardware,
befOrt 9 a. m. Will trade
PEne-uw1-- fOle
wfth
at,753-23/0 -for free
city
water
Jargeirst,41'0i-South 16th'
-Montgomery - 7534750,
itoKELE -HOME&-and
110.4Arteeser 2314642
-ange,
625-.00--e-ach:•Ca11-12Tcar.
,
_ __ available. Feces__Qaks
for later model
51.0 tnia.tes• .. _ _'
.. _._.
- - - '
$3M. Calf 753- day.
or
-night.
-Mobile home'spaiel for
-Street.
-'''
,
aning
7880.
Country Club Road. Call
GARTAN SPACE for
,
0616.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
KEAY' Carpet Care
175.00.
o
FENCE SALES Al'
me by 105 N. 12th,
rent. Call 753-1624.
1972 DODGE . DART
HAVING TROUBLE
Call
7534280.
Steam clean one room at
(1 sofa
41. Public Sales
BOY
RS REAL
Swinger 8 eylinder-z-----SEAILS-naw-Call -Doug
-getting -those Small
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
white
'Taylor
at
753-2310
for
.
ESTATE, 753-1080.
congood
automatic,
BEDROOM
THREE
--..
plumbing jobs done?
CUSTOM MATTRESS
will clean the hallway.
31 Want To Rent
753free estimates for your
GARAGE
SALEdition. $1250. Call 489frame on a large lot. 7.5
Then call 753-6614.
made any size for an.
Tree,
limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
needs.
iThursday from 9-6. 1709
2156 or 767-4745 after 5
miles East of Murray on
tique beds or campers.
10' room would only be
FAMILY
WANTS
College Farm Road.
p.m.
Call
Irvin Cobb Road.
A SALESPERSON'S
WILL MOW LAWNS.
Buy direct and save on
$8.00. Call Mike HutTHREE
or
four
'\
GUTTERING
BY
Furniture, bicycles,
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
436-5434.
Reasonable rates. Call
all mattresse,s,
chens, 753-0359.
bedfoom house, 2 baths, clothes, odds and bends.
SEARS, Sears seamless
Looking for • 4 bedroom
1968 PONTIAC GTO drag
753-1537,ask for Rocky.
Healthopedic or foam.
for May 1st. One year
11, 500
home and priced right at
gutters installed per "
race car. 400 plus c.i., 4
WEST KY. MATTREsS,
54 Free Column
lease. Phone 4Z,k2211,
1.34,900. This quality built
Rebuilt
your specifications. Call
FOUR 'speed, some parts inTHREE 4t
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
Paducah,
South
3rd,
1136
home
has
one
and
Ise
leave
message at desk
ing at
Taylor
it
753-2310
-Doug
hiuse,
ths,
bedroom
TANK and backhoe FIVE
baths, wall to wall carper,
clude M and H Holly'
YEAR
Phone 1-443-7323.
for cabin 267, Atkinson,
id your
for free estimates.
_2 _ fireplaces, elec
disposal, range and dish"call John
needs
__-Orork
Hooker,
Cam
Hurst,
miniature
poodle 14 lth
after
April
13
call
collect
15. Call
washer. Beavtifully lanheat. winclew air cen7
26 TV Radio
and mech.
papers'and-Aotseeda-31.34684338---or--815475. tchens.
MOBILE
HOME
UN1211e
'
"
'
uric
17-5371-1669
f-tr
dscaped and in a good
' dittoner, carport, 75' x
436-2586.
mOlu., Only 10 runs on
country home, fenced in
9401 after6 p.m. '
[carrion on Perkier, Dr .
DERPINNING and
OVERSTOCK Reduction
160' Tot, upstairs and
•
sell.
must
Car.
Mdviag,
yard. If interested,
Need
that
first
home!
SALES
Call
Charley,
leveling.
sale. Drive to Cuba and
basement. $23,500. Call
LICENSE- ELEC.-- contact 753-8600 after
Over $2500. invested.
This delightfid 3 bedroom
rent.
for
BEAN_GROUND
LI Tony
4924333.
save. We have the
"South 12th at Sycamore
753-1566, 753-4599, 753home is priced for your
Car-runs stro
753-6760
Call. 527-7624, Benton.
lowest prices on all
1351.
needs. Has disposal, dishdo
will
TELEPHONE 7531651
stallation
sacrifice for $1350.
WILL BABYSIT in my
washer, sishoust fan and
Zenith TV's.- Shopplumbing, heating and - -4-GOOD HOME needed
with
trailer
wheel
32
Apartments
For
Rent
year.
outside storage. You mint
me for infants 1
-around and compare.
; for an affectionate three
sewer cleaning. Call 753
ele_efiri_c brakes for $386.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2%
review it V. enjoy what
or 'der. Call 767;2555.
NEW BRICK 'home is_
--Sisson's Zenith Sales,
7203.
month old part collie
Cali
436-5343.
$23,500 will hwy.
bath home located at 714
FURNISHED APTS. One
beautiful wooded lot oz. _
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426
fencing
with beautiful"'"
Do you want to live outpuppy
Olive has economical or two
bedrooms.
ITHERS
Highway 641 2% miles
LYONS
Fence
side of Mtarey? We have
and unusual markings.
PAINTING INTERIOR
1977 FORD PICKUP
central gas heat and
Zimmerman Apts., S.
Na
27.
Two
Dozer,
Hardin.
Mobile
Custom
Home
of
Sales
North
two homes, one on Highway
44-6865,
and exterior, by the hour
She has been wormed
truck V-8. Color - Indo
central electric air.
16th Street, Call 753job too big or too s
car garage. city water.
280 and the second on 121
or job. For free estimate,
and had all necessary
tan. 1,064.actual miles.
Fireplace, sunken bath
6609.
1971 HOWARD JOHNSON
South, both with two or
Energy efficient held
Call Jimmy and L. W.
stiot,-; call- 753-0661.
1763-8341 or 753-2467
Call
condition.
Perfect
tub
and
more
many
extra
acres.
Priced
474-2264.
mobile
home,
12
x
at
64,
2
Lyons,
burner.
wood
+Dub)
pump and
1 Ford
$17,000
_
and
$19,01:10.
of
living_
_features.... Lots
tedropin, 'Cur nished NICE
EU R N ISH ED
For more information call
area for-your-money:
apartment may be seen'
except for conch; chair
SERVICE QUALITY
sh hog.
us anytime.
1971 GREMLIN 6 cylin'Priced
in
the
Kelleys
Pest
Control
40's.
Phone
and
at
box
springs.- UnCompany ; _Inc. Air
ltivator.
Member of MU
der, $395. 14 ft. Jon-boat
__model 3
Kopperud
OLDER
100
S.
13th
4
Street,
Realty,
753NICE
and
•
derpinning
included.
_sales
3 Bedroom
condition
Phone
and trailer,$25. Trolling
1222 for more inMurray.
'bedroom fb.rrie, 2 car
-Call 753-1493.
service. Modern sheet
House To
Wilson
motor,$25. Call 489-2595.
detached prage with-2
formation.
metal department.
Be Moved
Insurance and Real
acres. Just --fl highway
Larry . Wisehart,
rent.
94 three miles west .of 1967 CHEVY PICKUP,
QUALITY
home
BURN
Phone 753Estate Agency, Inc.
President.
Jewelry
Repair
$425.00 pp, Nested, reedy to sae. Also preibt,„Jae Mold, es
and
Repair
*Watch
ar salt.
bar, 4
roll
with
_black
precut '
Priced
to
with lots of built-ins.
Grovi,
Lynn
9290f
low as 5300.00. I I up to 24 it 60 standard,
702 Sowtam 4th Straw?
er 6 0.
*Stone Setting
wheel -drive, AM-FM',
Beautifully lanchicaped
sell. $15000 call 345-2545
any size needed. by fh• best for less
P4444753
3243
•
CUSTOM MILT PORTA5LE BUILDINGS 753091P
power :and air,- 4000
lawn with large fenced
days after 00 345-2208.,
*Prompt Service
CUSTOM COHOLSTERY
miles. Must sell. Call
backyard. Large p-a7b:1753Phone
ef .iny,kind.
GALLOWAY .--itRA4-TY
CTOR.
'53-9401.
with gas grill. You must
foiled to got listing in
9753
BY OWNER -.3 bedroom
see tbis modern 3
brick, 1% bath; 1312
Directory. The number
bedroom,2 bath home to
ELECTRIC
COLSON
.
113S.
4th
Kirkwood Dr. _Call 753- NICE 1973 Montego GT.
is 753-M42.
D for
appreciate its qdality
power
Clent
air,
Plumbing.
factory
AND
7504 after 4
aPPrOiE.
and charm. Located at
Colson, licensed 'elecbrakes & steefing, extra
44 Lots For Sale
ing fed
810 Broad and priced in
clean: call 753-0698
trician and licensed
92.
the 30's. Phone Kop- $2,750 EACH. Your choice _ MUST SELL!! Reduced
master plumber. .Aljno,
perod Realty, 753-1222
Price. 3Bedroom Brick, 1982 GMC PICKUP truck.
Ky. 753-8549.
of five (5)' buildingor
wagon,
for more information.
approximately 2000 sq.
mobile home lots. Sizes
153-77/7.
6 cylinder, $250.00. Call
We are members of the
ft. living space. Phone
NEEQ TP.EES cut,- or
Certified By EPA
range from 100' x 357' to
753-3067.
Multip,le Listing Ser753-7857.
light hauling. Call 753100' x 410'.- Located on
Avoid Costly Home Repairs
:111
vice.
4707.
CHEVROLET
US-641,
South of
1967
,
.5 miles Sou
7 Motorcycles
double
-Murilly. Call Stinson
pickup 283 so/emetic.
27 ACRES of laud.
c. gopd
ROOFING,or roof repair
Realty Co. for details, KAWASAKI KZ*, 1976
,893.
Call 753-2
Located near New
i3-433t
Jackie
Ytrongbiood,
1500
753-374C
miles.
green,
PRESTIGE HOME
Concord. Call 753.5996.
New Concord, 436-2712
CHEVROLET
Windjammer: $2000. 1961
Lovely
3
bedroom
home
just
west
of
Murray
on
'non ony
Priced for quick sale.
1, steel
Home owned and operated over 20 years Do not
pickup,long wheel bale,
Call 247-8267.
!WILDING LOTS. We
tree shaded 2 etre lot. Extremely welluntil mb is finished
6, volvo
WEEKEND
GUESTS?
transmission,
have building lots_ in
, 4 speed
constructed home and excellent lotation. Priced
220 ACREFARM only 2 - Lynnwood- • Estates-, I973- 14A-MA-ttA--85174-ct,
.
recent-lfvzetery-eobuilt 6 .- Repairing_ fainity„.car?
in the Mrs. • -Pitarie'753-739i4
13th St.
i
GO
South
44,
Group
outing?
Trip
out'.
exengine.
miles from Ky. Lake.
cylinder
Fairview
Acres,
5,000 miles, $500wee-best
oructky•ubs
fh
Root+o'
Sloar
_
t.
town?__
Planning
a
Suitable tor rew crop or
cellent conditi-041,
Panorama Shores, • Offer. Tereptiorte- 153:E boat,
cattle. Good access.
$500.00. Call evenings , vacation? 'Call 753-1372,
Meadow Green Acres,
mot*.
-•
1530.
Murray- Leasing, Inc:
Many fine building sites.
436-5679.
also one lot on PotJohn C. Neubauer
tertown Rd. Call for 1971 TRIUMPH Daytona
petlow
CONTROL
Realtor, 505 Main,
details, Fulton Voting
500. Excellent amdifion. 1976 -VW,• Silver, 12600 BACKHOE -WORK knd
assocumow
gravel hauling. Call Joe.
Murray,'753-0101 or 753Realty,753-7333 or home
miles, $29130. tall 753Low mileage. Call 436k
•
Beard,
436-2306
ahlIMINONIMMI
7531
7534946.
•
2606.
w We
•90944
•
10*
50 Campers

M -/

LIFE,

WILLS'MIMS _

RENT RINSENVAC

-
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a
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13131111111
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ForSili

•

IRINA*:Junky

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

OPPERUD
REALTY

ni

Ph.753-1212

711 Main

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Will Morris Dies

Services Are Today

National Library Week
U. S. Warns Soviets That Violations
Of Fishing Rules Could Hurt Relations To Be Observed In State

cooperate, must share
National Library Week Will resoiirces and develop netWASHINGTON (API — Adopting a .Department issued its statement that
Christopher complained to Vasev last
the limited nature of the dispute should
tougher stance, the United States is
week that Russian ships committed 27 be observed April 17-23. "
works for communications.
not be otierloolt,ed
State Librarian Barbara Inter-library cooperation is a
-warning the Soviet Union that future
violations after the 200-mile .limit
Powell emphasized that the seizure
Williams said all. lientucky's through-street as wellies a
Final rites for Mrs. J. Ft,. violations of fishing regulations could
became effective March 1.
,Was not related to Carter's pledge to , -endanger U.S.-Soviet relations.
public libraries Al observe two-way
(1-ottie P..) Watson of 1103Mrs.
street,"
the week with various library Williams added. 'Those who
The Soviet chavge d'affaires, "hang tough" with the Soviet',Union Poplar Street, Murray, are
after its recent rejectien of U.S. arms
into the
related activities such aj.. give must also receive. Those
. Will A. Morris of 204A Irvan, being held today at two p.m. at Vladillen Vasev, was called
control
to
afternoon
propOsals.
Monday
Blalockposter contests, and some %Al who receive must also give."
the
chapel
of
Department
the
State
Murray, died Monday at 11:10
"You're not. dealing ynth an act of
entertain with an open house.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Coleman Funeral Home with hear Deputy Secretary of State Warren
The number of public
war here," he said. "You're dealing
about
Mrs. Williams said it is the libraries in- the ComCounty Hospital. He was 89 Bro." John tale and Bro. Christopher's, complaints
with enforcement_of a fishing
(Continued From Page1)
State Library and Archives' monwealth has increased ever
Kenneth Hoover officiating. recurring Russian violations of the new
years of age.
The long-simmering dispute has
desire to provide a sound
The deceased was a Jerry Bolls is directing the 200-mile fishing limit.
Judges for the contest will be Frank library information service the last ten years. There are
It was the first time that the United .grown in the past Weeks, until
member of a Baptist Church song service.B.
Wickes, director of bards at the for every 'Kentuckian. The 110 public libcaries in the
President Carter, on an Easter holiday
Active patlbearers are States has linked alleged fishing
• and of Murray Lodge No. 105
University
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